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Message started by Ian_McClure on Apr 2nd, 2007, 7:12am

Title: UPDATE FROM BLUE RYAN
Post by Ian_McClure on Apr 2nd, 2007, 7:12am
FM: Blue Ryan
As you are aware and as discussed at length at successive meetings, the program adopted since
June 2006 following the 2006 Budget has been aimed at promoting the issues affecting our
members. This program was specifically aimed to take advantage the 2007 Budget to be handed
down in May, and to take advantage of the fact that it will be an election year budget.
Over the last 12 months we have had plenty of contact with important and influential decision
makers – the Prime Minister, Minister Billson, Shadow Minister Griffin, other politicians from both
sides of Parliament, DVA officials, fellow ESOs and many others in the veteran community.
On the 28th March 2007, the VVF, PVA and the TPI Federation addressed the Coalition Back
Bench Committee for Defence and Veterans’ Affairs. I was very pleased for the opportunity and the
time given us by the Committee. The interest that its members showed and the frank but positive
reaction they gave to the issues we raised was encouraging. In particular, I was pleased with the
support the attending ESOs (PVA and VVF) were able to provide to us, and each other, in front of
the Committee. That support was invaluable in our endeavours to have the Committee recognise
and understand the importance that we, as senior ex-service community representatives and the
broader ex-service community, placed on seeing our issues of concern addressed in the May 2007
budget.
While in Canberra I had the opportunity to have meetings with senior staff in the office of the Prime
Minister, as well as Assistant Treasurer Peter Dutton, the Minister for Finance Senator Minchin and
Minister Billson. As you know we met with senior staff from the office of Treasurer Peter Costello
earlier in the month. The VVF and PVA also spoke to Shadow Minister Griffin and a number of
opposition members and I understand that they were very pleased with the outcome. The bottom
line is that I cannot forecast what success we will have with the May budget – but I can say with
absolute certainty that Minister Billson is doing his best to progress veterans’ interests. His office
was very helpful in assisting us to get access to this group of senior politicians and staffers who will
be instrumental in framing the budget.
I have been somewhat surprised and disappointed to see that there has been some more
misinformation on the Internet that mistakenly argues that we are only interested in one issue - the
indexation of the TPI Special Rate. It is crucial that you let your members know that in addition to
the key TPI areas of erosion and indexation, we have actively pursued and supported changes to
funeral benefits, pharmaceutical co-payments, a review of defence superannuation payments,
carers’ payments, indexation of GR pensions, the horrendous problems affecting veterans whose
benefits are administered by multiple agencies, Children of Vietnam Veterans’ Health Study, the
proposal to establish a National Veterans’ Ministerial Advisory Council, additional Children of
Veterans Scholarships, Gold Card market rate payments, re-badging of the TPI Gold Card, veteran
partnering, a proposal for a study into the circumstances of recent veteran suicides and I am sure
there are others.
For some years we have had a very constructive working relationship with the Australian Medical
Association, which has been very beneficial in getting support for the Gold Card by specialist
doctors. The recent $600mil. injection of funds into the Gold Card system is proving to be very
successful with health professionals including optometrists, physios, chiropractors and dentists
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input to the NERTAC, NATMOC, Mental Health Forum, Younger Veterans’ Forum, Mates Program,
Vita, the Kindred Services Committee and other forums.
A meeting of the Deployment Health Surveillance Program Stakeholders was conducted in
Canberra on Thursday 29th March 2007. This was an initiative by the Defence Health Service. John
Vincent and I attended and I believe that we should provide further input into this area. I will pass on
my ideas and seek your guidance in the near future
Finally, as you are also aware, much of my time – as is your time – is taken up with trying to assist
our members cut through red tape and access services. There will always be problems and it is
important that your members report them as they occur so they can be rectified. We need to
determine whether it is an isolated incident or a broader problem that needs to be addressed with
the Minister or the Secretary of his Department.
As I have said to you at our meetings, I believe that this is a watershed budget for the entire veteran
community because it will give us a very clear indication as to how seriously the government takes
veterans’ issues and those of TPIs in particular. Please pass this on to as many veterans as
possible.
Blue Ryan
TPI National President
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Message started by tromb123 on Mar 21st, 2007, 9:31pm

Title: Ex Services Political Party
Post by tromb123 on Mar 21st, 2007, 9:31pm
From the now defunct ex sevices political party:
HOWARD EXPLOITS THE DEFENCE FORCE WHAT HOPE OF A FAIR GO FOR OTHERS?
Mr Howard says "My guarantee is my record" when it comes to the Industrial Relations reform. Well,
what is his record in looking after employees who have not had the protection of the Industrial
Relations Commission and rely on the goodwill of government for their wages and conditions? Men
and women of the Australian Defence Force (ADF) are Crown Servants with no industrial protection;
receive neither penalty rates nor overtime and whose wages and working conditions are overseen
by government.
So what is the Howard government's record when it comes to the treatment of their Crown
Servants?
1. In 1996, 18 elite soldiers were killed when two Blackhawk helicopters collided. When the
inadequate compensation to their families became known, there was such an outcry by the public
that the government was forced to state they would review compensation. Six years later, nothing
had changed when the government sent the SAS to Afghanistan. There was a soldier killed in
Afghanistan and his widow receives a pension of $13,000 a year. The family faces extreme financial
hardship.
2.When a sailor, soldier or airman is so profoundly incapacitated physically or mentally that they are
incapable of working any longer, they are paid compensation of $400 per week to replace a
previous wage of over $1,000 per week. The family faces extreme financial hardship.
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3.The ADF has compulsory workplace arrangements with little input from the junior ranks. Senior
officers' work out what is affordable, what conditions are to be offered up as "productivity gains" and
agree on a position with the government prior to presenting their new arrangement to the Defence
Force Remuneration Tribunal.
4.A workplace arrangement in force from 30 October 1997 and expiring on 31 March 1999 was not
replaced until November 1999 to save money for the government.
5.The government actively delays and disputes cases for compensation. Sailors affected by the
HMAS Voyager disaster are still fighting for compensation in courts over thirty years later.
6. Strong scientific evidence supports the argument that exposure to Agent Orange defoliant causes
cancer and birth defects. Thirty years after Vietnam, the government refuses to acknowledge the
causal link.
7. The government sends Defence Force tradesmen to Aboriginal communities for three to four
months each year to build houses, install plumbing and electrical systems and are too lousy to
subsidise the digger's mail or telephone calls.
8. Families in Defence housing pay a compulsory excess water charge, with no comeback, even
when water usage is below the average and further reduced due to water restrictions.
9. Families are moved regularly yet there is no system to guarantee child care places in the new
location.
10. Flawed legislation in the Defence Force Retirement and Death Benefit (DFRDB) Scheme
prevents the 1963 Actuarial Tables (Life Expectancy data) used in the Act from being updated to
use current data. This causes a shortfall of around $3,000pa in a pension. It is obviously unjust and
discriminatory but representations have been consistently ignored. What is so hard about legislating
to amend a Superannuation Act to reflect what is in every other Commonwealth Superannuation
Scheme in Australia, including that of course for Parliamentarians?"
11. To add insult to injury all ex Commonwealth employees have their superannuation payments
indexed against CPI? The the Parliamentarian superannuation scheme is indexed against wages,
the State Government superannuation schemes are indexed against wages, the Commonwealth
Bank superannuation scheme is indexed against wages and most superannuation schemes in the
private sector are indexed against wages! Not so for ex soldiers and public servants, why is this so?
These are but a few examples of the government's record of caring for the Crown Servants of the
Australian Defence Force. If the Howard government treats the wages and working conditions of
men and women of the Defence Force with such distain, one can only imagine what "FAIRNESS"
the Australian worker can expect.
Academics and wage commentators should forensically examine the wages and conditions of the
Australian Defence Force over the past 10 years to gain a factual insight as to how government
treats the largest group of "employees" in Australia who are not protected by awards, unions or
enterprise bargaining and must rely on the good grace of government for their wages and working
conditions.
...maybe, just maybe, ex-service people should stop to think just what it is they are voting for at
elections....

Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
Post by Joe on Mar 22nd, 2007, 5:30am
..seems unbiased and a political to me! Of course Kevin Rudd will immediately fix it......(opps that's
political!)
Chookas
Joe
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Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
nd
Post by phil on Mar 22 , 2007, 1:26pm
Remember back in the early 70's when the DFRDB was used by the goverment, that was never
returned
Was that Howard or Rudd???
;) ;) ;)
Phil

Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
Post by sluggo on Mar 23rd, 2007, 9:11am
Phil, neither, but it may have been the liberal party if I remember correctly,,,,regards,,,Shep

Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
rd
Post by jr67 on Mar 23 , 2007, 12:46pm
I read a screed in 1964 that claimed that there was 19 Million Pounds in acrued interest from the
DFRB Fund so I should imagine that there was too much money for the cannon fodder to share no
doubt it was transferred into the politicans retirement fund. They all seem to be going ahead in
leaps and bounds!!!!

Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
rd
Post by Mex on Mar 23 , 2007, 3:19pm
Funny thing with the DFRDB....We contributed 5.5% throughout our service......but the government
appears to have not put in their contribution over all those years so our money did not earn any
interest. That is probably why they now say we are not 'self funded' and it is an 'untaxed scheme' for
the purpose of taxation etc.
These days the employer HAS to contribute a minimum amount to a workers super and the worker
does not have to contribute if they do not want to. Then when these young ones retire they will not
pay any tax on their super, BUT we have to. Hum, seems a little confusing doesn't it. I wonder if the
government could straighten out our super system like they did for their own super?
I guess the 10% reduction in tax on our DFRDB pension will be the best we can expect.

Title: Re: Ex Serices Political Party
rd
Post by phil on Mar 23 , 2007, 3:39pm
Shep
i don't give a big rats a.., which party took it, all i know is the pollies took it and there is not a chance
we will ever see or hear of it.
Maybe i could ask Pauline
Phil
;) ;D

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by tromb123 on Mar 23rd, 2007, 6:04pm
I'm not sure what the answer is, I think that a political party was probably not going to get enough
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seem to be somewhat fragmentated, and so even if a particular ESO makes a legitimate claim on
behalf of its members, then the political perception may be that there is not enough voting power
there to offer any sort of political challenge to the government of the day anyway.
ESO' need, like politics do, a charasmatic leader to unite us all so that political perceptions can be
changed.
That same charasmatic leader needs to be that rare bird, not of the conservative, "yesman" (yessir,
three bags full, sir) class.
The Clarke report wasn't a fizzer, just ignored/dismissed and even the Journo's that tried to blow
the whistle are in deep doodoo...
Anyone got any ideas?? Or is it that we are all so well off, in every respect, and confident that
those who have come after us will be so too, that we need not even think about things??

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by boots on Mar 23rd, 2007, 8:20pm
we will never forget those that came before or those that will come after, we have to look after them
all. :-X

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by Joe on Mar 24th, 2007, 4:08am
Couldn't agree more Boots. Those coming after are a major concern. We older blokes need to
leave the benefits area a lot better than it was when we found it!! Classic political 'help' can be seen
in the way Korean and Malay vets have been treated. Then there is the little matter of the RAN in
Vietnam and treatment from the grubbermint in that quarter. I wonder how many ex matelots are
out there that are entitled to medals/benefits that don't even know about it? I just bet you that the
goverment would find them if they thought those blokes owed the grubbermint even 10 cents. The
pension generally is going to deminish and eventually disappear - what's going to happen to the
boys and girls doing their bit overseas for Oz at the moment?
Many have tried to unite the ex service personnel but no one seems to be able to do it. Maybe it's
because we are older and won't be told - we know better. Maybe it's from our time in the sun and
we simply don't trust anyone. Maybe we are just too bloody proud to think that someone could
actually help us - like you I don't know the answer but I do know the clock is ticking, faster, faster,
faster..........................
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by Bob Witt on Mar 24th, 2007, 6:47am
I think you will find it has already happened when they scrubbed the Veterans Entitlement Act in
2004 service pensions became a thing of the past and with it's replacement the new Compensation
act if you are injured in the line of duty you have to sue the Government for Compo and that is why
they spent an extra $62million last year to increase their Legal Dept. Lets face it the little parties no
matter how good their platform will never win Government look at all that have tried over the years.
First we have to get our own house in order, I have been and am a members of serveral ESO none
can ever claim to have complete agreement with members there in lies our problem. What is the
answer I honestly don't know all we can do is keep voicing our concerns and doing what we can to
help each other.

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
th
Post by ronaldo on Mar 24 , 2007, 7:21am
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All Governments will see you off, no matter from what political side. History has a habit of repeating
itself. The ex-servo groups tend also to be like a a mob of straying cattle. Each heading off in their
own little directions instead of becoming united. I have it all worked out. I am going to extend my
living time on planet earth by resigning from all ex-servo orgs. & all clubs & political parties. You
only have to look in the daily papers to see how many are falling off their perches who were
members of Service Clubs, Bowling Clubs, Ex-service orgs & political parties. Ronaldo is no fool..
;)
Ron

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by irish50561 on Mar 24th, 2007, 2:41pm
Mex, spot on. In 1907 an old age pension of 10 shillings per week was granted to Australian men
and women of retirement age who couldn't find meaning full employment, the basic wages at that
time was also 10 shillings per week. Over time any form of pension fund nest egg has disappeared
into that growing black hole known as Consolidated Revenue. In 1958 when I was at Harman I
loudly raised the question with the pay office and the then skipper, Dudley Lester Syms as to why
our DFRB contributions weren't attracting interest. I was told to 'Shut up' in no uncertain terms by a
schoolie Lt and be grateful to have a super fund at all. I feel that the chances of our grandchildren
receiving an old age pension are minimal. Regards. Irish.

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
Post by tromb123 on Mar 28th, 2007, 8:17am
"The willingness of future generations to serve in our military will be directly dependent upon how
we have treated those who have served in the past".
--George Washington

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
th
Post by ColinS on Mar 28 , 2007, 10:52am
When I was dicharged in 1969, after nine years my DFRB payment was $1500-00, I was informed
that as I left pussers at the end of my nine year engagment all I was entitle to was what was paid
into the DFRB less book keeping charges. I was also told to bugger off by a snotty nose LT,
consider myself lucky to get anything. I believe that in those day we would have been better off with
our DFRB deductions be paid into a fixed bank account and earn compound interest, it would have
been more than $1500
>:( >:( >:( [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif]

Title: Re: Ex Services Political Party
nd
Post by millview on Apr 2 , 2007, 3:41pm
Very well said ColinS
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Title: Telstra are at it again
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 2nd, 2007, 11:54am
Once again the Mexican wants to sink the boot in
http://www.navalassoc.org.au/NAA%20NEWS%20TELSTRA%20LOUSY%20_%2028mAR07.htm
Oops!! Forgot the Phone Number 1800 303543

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 2nd, 2007, 12:52pm
:o :o :o
Bob.
Just do what I did. put them on notice that if they did't comply with my wishes then Optus is an
alternative :P
PS.............Don't do it by phone either. Front up at your local Telstra office and ask to speak to the
manager >:( >:(

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
nd
Post by millview on Apr 2 , 2007, 3:20pm
Before you can talk to the manager of a Telstra shop , first you have to find one .
In SA , I believe that there are a total of 3 Telstra shops .
There are plenty of agencies , but they have no authority and many other restrictions >:( >:( >:(

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
nd
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 2 , 2007, 5:29pm

millview wrote:
Before you can talk to the manager of a Telstra shop , first you have to find one .
In SA , I believe that there are a total of 3 Telstra shops .
There are plenty of agencies , but they have no authority and many other restrictions >:( >:( >:(

Peter
I came across the same problem with the availability of "official" Telstra shops, but the licensed
agent I went does have authority
The manager got online and arranged things for me and when I wasn't satisfied she rang Telstra
and pleaded my case for me and I got a result.
It all comes down to how hard you press the button and not how many buttons you press ;)

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
Post by tromb123 on Apr 2nd, 2007, 10:52pm
I gave Telstra the flick a long time ago, I found it too frustrating trying to get any sense/service out of
them...
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phone plus 50 free local calls per month...also now use 'Engin', at 10 cents a call for all my other
calls.
..There are many many companies offering good to great deals.
So long as I have a good broadband, I don't care about Telstra...besides, I reckon no matter which
government gets in, broadband will get even better....when you consider that the guys who invented
'skype' are now close to releasing broadband TV, it's the way to go.
Telstra?? Bah humbug!!

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
rd
Post by Joe on Apr 3 , 2007, 5:25am
Great to see some of you blokes already know how to save money! Telstra can go to blighty if they
feel they have to revoke Vet Pensioners concessions. There are plenty of alternatives. I know SFA
about technology but know when people are being taken advantage of - what was Telstras profit
last year? The best pressure to bring to bear is in numbers (Telstra should understand them!!!).
The more that complain and say it's because Telstra is being unfair to the Vets the more Telstra will
listen, particularly if they see the Vets bills and therefore Telstras income cut by say 25 to 50%.
UNITE.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
Post by ronaldo on Apr 3rd, 2007, 9:44am
C'mon fellas. Fair go. Old Sol and his three amigos have to pick up a buck or two somehow. His
bonus was only worth about 3M last year wasn't it? >:(
Ron

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
Post by 4.5inch on Apr 3rd, 2007, 12:00pm
Now that hellstra are screwing pensioners, it's time my friends for you to change your
communication system.
I use VOIP, Voice Over Internet Protocol.
My Internet provider, Internode allows for the use of VOIP over their network.
All you need is a VOIP box which you connect to your computer and your phone, a box is about
$120 or you can buy a modem with voip built in.
I use a cordless phone system connected to the voip box and we can use the phone anywhere in
the house.
All your incoming calls come in via your telstra line. All your outgoing calls go via the Internet.
There are many VOIP providers with some being better than others.
I use Internode as their call quality is better than Telstra.
Once set-up with a good provider, there is really no difference to what you have now, except:
In most cases, no monthly charge to use VOIP. Cheap calls ranging from about 10 cents untimed
anywhere in Australia (Internode charge 18c), Very cheap international calls.
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If you can, move to the basic telstra budget plan which is $19.99 per month, then use VOIP and you
telstra bill will only ever be $19.99 with your voip calls a fraction of what it costs you now.
Here is a great Australian Forum about the Internet. The link below should direct you to the VOIP
page where you can read all about it.
http://forums.whirlpool.net.au/forum-threads.cfm?f=107
_________________

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
rd
Post by 4.5inch on Apr 3 , 2007, 12:15pm
Ho, I forgot. As far as using Optus, check this out.
Optus to stop reselling Telstra
Phil Sweeney | Yesterday, 10:30 pm | Optus | got a news tip?
UPDATED | Optus will halt new sales of fixed residential phone and broadband services
outside of its DSL network coverage areas, claiming margins are too low.
An Optus spokesperson told Fairfax and ZDNet that as of 25 June, it will refuse to take new
customers if they cannot be served via Optus' ULL (Unconditioned Local Loop) equipment.
The only exception is that it will also take new customers if it plans to service them with ULL
in the future.
"Local Access Resale and Resale DSL are low margin businesses, with almost all of the
revenue being paid to Telstra", an Optus spokesperson told ZDNet.
Optus currently covers 215 exchanges, but continues to roll out to new areas.
The move, although surprising, is actually an expansion of an existing Optus policy. Ever
since it launched its ADSL2+ plans, Optus has refused to sell them to those that could be
serviced by its cable network instead.
Fellow DSL network builder iiNet has also been accused of abandoning customers outside
its network footprint, but it has stopped short of dropping them altogether.
An Optus spoksperson told Whirlpool that its wholesale operation will be unaffected by the
move. Optus sells Telstra-based DSL and phone products to smaller ISPs.LINKS |
Rejecting customers in backhander to Telstra (The Age, 31 Mar 2007)
Optus to turn away customers (ZDNet, 2 Apr 2007)
Optus sues Telstra over line rental (Whirlpool, 18 Apr 2006)
Optus confirms ADSL2+ speeds (Whirlpool, 30 Mar 2006)

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
rd
Post by Ian_McClure on Apr 3 , 2007, 2:26pm
Hi all, I use skype as much as possible and have cut my phone bill by $150 per month.
I use a cordless phone connected via a usb telbox. Check out the following link to see how it
works.
http://www.yealink.com/SkypeMate/prodetail_b2k.htm
starvo

Title: Re: Telstra are at it again
Post by Joe on Apr 5th, 2007, 2:13am
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..Feelin' the pinch yet Telstra yer b*stard*!!
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by sluggo on Feb 15th, 2007, 4:40pm

Title: TPI RALLY
Post by sluggo on Feb 15th, 2007, 4:40pm

Subject: PROTEST RALLY 28 APRIL 2007 (CANBERRA)
Widest dissemination please - Excellent letter/email.
3rd Febuary, 2007
Comrades,
My name is John Bettridge and I am a 23-year TPI veteran and have been a member of the TPI
Association of South Australia for 23 years. Soon it will be the tenth anniversary of the Howard
Government’s axing of the indexation of the TPI pension and it is time to show the Government that
war Veterans are a force to be reckoned with. It’s time hold a protest rally that will shame them and
force them to take notice of us and address our needs.
While the Australian government is always prepared to place its servicemen and women in the line
of fire it increasingly fails to adequately meet the needs of these same service personnel when they
return home and need help.
The national TPI president, John (Blue) Ryan wrote “The dissatisfaction of the ex-service
community with the Howard Government has been apparent for some years. In 2001 and 2003
there were peaceful demonstrations by veterans outside parliament house…There has been
hundreds of letters and submissions sent to government…partners of veterans…[all of these] have
not been listened to…The Clarke review of veteran’s entitlements attracted over 3000
submissions…were ignored”.
The federal parliament after the 2006 budget failed yet again, to meet the needs of veterans and
their families. The main concerns of veterans are:
The continuing decline, in real terms, of the TPI pension. Ten years ago, the indexing of the TPI
pension was change, to the detriment of its recipients. While other pensions are indexed to
increases in the average wage, only part of the TPI pension rather than the whole of it is indexed.
As far back as May 2006 this resulted in a loss of over $80 a fortnight over the previous six years,
the loss even more now. TPI veterans have become considerably poorer and will continue to do so
unless the problem is rectified. Since 1997, the TPI pension has fallen from 47.5% of the average
wage to 43.3% and will continue to lose value unless the whole of the TPI pension is indexed and it
is restored to 47.5% of the average wage.
The continuing increase in pharmaceutical co-payments. The government continues to move the
goalposts in regard to affordability of medication. The sicker the veteran the more his or her
contribution will be. Originally all prescription medicines for the treatment of war caused disabilities
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medication increases almost every year. At the same time there has been a regular increase in the
safety net after which prescriptions are dispensed free of charge. On top of this, any repeat
prescriptions dispensed within 20 days do not count towards the safety net, nor are they dispensed
free of charge if the safety has been reached.
The continuing refusal of health providers to accept the gold card. The gold card is issued to
veterans with severe health problems and entitles them to free medical treatment. In other words,
the health professional can claim the cost of consultation and treatment from the DVA. However it
seems veterans as important if not less important than any other member of the community as, in
many cases, medical practitioners can claim more in payment from the government through
medicare. In some areas veterans are forced to travel long distances to receive adequate medical
treatment from a specialist who accepts the gold card.
The disparity in travel allowance for veterans and public servants. The government pays a travel
allowance to veterans who must travel to medical appointment for treatment of war caused injury or
illness. However while a public servant receives the whole cost of the car journey, a veteran is only
paid a subsidy. Veterans receive a travel allowance of 26.7 cents/km regardless of the car in which
they travel. A public servant is paid between 58 and 67 cents/km depending on the size of the car’s
engine. Also, if an overnight stay is necessary, a war veteran receives a total of $130.80 per day to
cover accommodation and meals while a public servant is paid almost twice that amount.
Inadequate provision for sons and daughters of veterans. The of assistance and counselling for
children of veterans from the Vietnam Veterans’ Counselling service is limited to those who are
under 36 years of age. Do their problems automatically disappear when they turn 36? The Sons’
and Daughters’ Health Study, much touted by the government in past years is now at 18 months to
2 years away. Unless they come up with yet another excuse.
Inadequate funeral benefits. Many TPI pensioners are worried about the expense to their families
when they die. Funerals are expensive and can run to several thousand dollars. The Veterans
Affairs Funeral Benefit of up to $1000 does little to alleviate the cost or the worry. The Vietnam
Veteran Newsletter, September 2006, stated, “government funeral benefits for the victims of the Bali
Bombings and for Tsunami victims was up to $5000. Surely, government assistance for the funerals
of those who have been totally and permanently disabled fighting Australia’s wars should be no less
than for the Bali Bombing and Tsunami victims”.

John (Blue) Ryan also wrote “The TPI Federation is now continuously under pressure from sick
veterans to organize another protest rally against the government. Prime Minister John Howard
should be ashamed of his Government’s handling of veterans’ issues. Veterans and their families
are simply not important to the Government”. After the last rally, the only response from John
Howard was “Veterans are adequately compensated”.
Several veterans have discussed this and have decided that another rally is absolutely necessary
and have begun to make arrangements. Several veterans including myself have decided to leave
for Canberra on 27th April 2006 and rendezvous at Parliament House the following day. The rally
will take place on the lawns of Parliament House. Unlike the other demonstrations, at which
veterans have been at Parliament house only during daylight hours, we have decided to remain on
the grounds twenty-four hours a day. Everyone attending will bring tents, sleeping bags etc. We will
set up camp in the form of a Fire Support Base: Fire Support Base “Restoration”: The name
denoting our intentions to shame the Government to restore the rightful entitlements of war veterans
particularly TPI veterans.
This way the Prime Minister, members of parliament, the press and the public will not be able to
ignore us or treat us as fools and nuisances, as they did at the previous rallies.
This time, we want more than simply lip service from the few members of parliament who deigned to
speak to us.
This way we will be able not only to inform the Government and the people of Australia of our
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years.
This way we can shame and humiliate the Government into taking the veteran community seriously,
listening to and taking notice of us and addressing our problems.
For ten years Veterans’ associations in general and Blue Ryan in particular have done their utmost
to convince the Government to reinstate full indexation to the whole of the TPI pension and to make
reparation for the income we have lost and to restore free medical treatment for war caused
illnesses and injuries. So far they have continued to hit one brick wall after another and been totally
ignored.
It would be greatly appreciated if you would bring this to the attention of your members. We need as
many veterans as possible to attend this rally. At the moment we are just an uncoordinated bunch
of veterans who have decided its time to make our voices heard and our feelings known. What is
needed is for someone with experience and ability to coordinate this demonstration into a cohesive
and constructive rally.
Please join me and our fellow veterans in Canberra on 28th April. United we stand.
Your Comrade
John Bettridge
regards,,,Shep

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by tromb123 on Feb 15 , 2007, 9:31pm
"The Clarke review of veteran’s entitlements attracted over 3000 submissions…were ignored”.
...Not to mention that the 2 journo's who blew the whisltle on the goverment over their lack of
concern have faced trial for refusing to name their source, as witnesses as below, and are up for
sentence soon, and could go to jail.
Remember them?
'Gerard McManus and Michael Harvey, senior political reporters working in the Herald Sun’s
Canberra bureau, were called as witnesses during a pre-trial hearing of accused whistleblower
Desmond Patrick Kelly, 52, who allegedly leaked documents relating to the Government’s decision
not to deliver $500 million in extra pensions to veterans and widows.'
I hope that any demonstration makes mention of McManus and Harvey.
I'm not a TPI or anything, and maybe we can't do any thing about the legal process, but I think
what's happened to them is all bloody disgraceful.

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
Post by Ian_McClure on Feb 15th, 2007, 10:13pm
Copied from the NAA website.
Blue Ryan the National President of the TPI Federation replied to this email. Please see his
response below:Cheers, Les
"Dear John,
Thank you for your email - I hope I can clarify the TPI Federation position on this matter.
The TPI Federation rally that started on the 16th of June 2003 was the result of TPIs being mislead
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Budget of 2003. When this failed to happen, we proceeded with the rally. This was planned and
conveyed to the Minister of the day 12 months prior. We are very proud of the 2003 rally. All
politicians were invited to the rally, many attended and many commented on the professional
manner displayed by the participants, as did Parliamentary Security.
The TPI Federation supports the right of veterans to conduct legal protests like anybody else in the
community.
It must be understood that unlike individuals and some ESOs, the TPI Federation is not a one man
band. The TPI Federation has 14 directors who vote on issues and our National Secretary and I do
not get a vote. The issue of support or otherwise for the proposed rally will be discussed at our
March 2007 meeting.
The TPI Federation has put plenty of time and effort into the coming May 2007 Budget where we
hope the government will recognise its responsibilities to TPIs. Regardless of the Budget we will
continue with these efforts. Prior to the budget, an opportunity has been provided to the TPI
Federation, along with the VVF and PVA to again address the Coalition Back Bench Committee on
Defence and Veterans' Affairs. We are also to meet again with the office of the Treasurer. We have
worked well with Minister Billson and also Shadow Minister Griffin and will again press home our
views to them at our March meeting. The DVA has assisted by ensuring the facts conveyed to
government in our submissions, are accurate.
I understand fully the frustrations felt by TPIs. In the last 2 elections there was an orgy of “Pork
Barreling” in which veterans did not share and both sides of politics should be ashamed of
themselves. It is long past the time that the TPI issue should be dealt with, and some fairness
shown.
Lastly, I do not believe there should be a rally prior to the May Budget. I think that is not in our best
interests, however that is my personal opinion and not that of the TPI Federation as it has not being
discussed at a Federal level. As I have already stated, I have little doubt that it will be discussed at
our March meeting.
Cheers and thanks
Blue Ryan
TPI National President

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by Joe on Feb 16 , 2007, 4:27am
Like Tromb I am not in receipt of DVA benefits. (maybe later on when the appropriate persons get
off their behinds!) but I support the rally. There is an election coming. I don't believe that decisions
concerning the May 07 budget have not already been made - they may toss in a very small tidbit to
keep the Executive happy but there will be no major changes. Anything that might run into millions
of dollars has long been on the drawing board and only radical action to save face - AND VOTES will have any effect this year. Next year again could be too late, particularly if the same grubbermint
is re elected. While I would not camp on the grass at Government House or anywhere else for that
matter I would burst a boiler to be there on the day to add to the numbers. It is my belief that the Oz
Government (no matter what persuasion) is in the process of dismantling ALL pensions and welfare
payments. There may be a small stripend and possibly some form of provision to cover medical
costs but little else. The same people will have no problem sending lads and lassies off to war and
a grateful nation will no doubt give thanks and have a big march and swell their breasts with pride
on ANZAC Day but there will be bugger all in it for those who return. I feel very strongly about this
matter!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
Post by Doug Buchanan R49630 on Feb 22nd, 2007, 4:12pm
I totally agree with all sentiments voiced here,I am not TPI but recieve 100% and what I would like
to see is all pensions adjusted under this heading instead of being specific TPI we are all involved
so lets call all Vets to protest about all DVA pension schemes,as we all have to live on what we get
however small and my Chemists bill is such I go free about end of March.I realise this was iniated
by TPI assoc but as I state believe it concerns us all
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Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by tromb123 on Mar 28 , 2007, 9:21pm
What are the arrangements for this? eg where do we meet. toilet facilities, press/media support et al
? Is it still on??

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by Joe on Mar 29 , 2007, 5:40am
Tromb
Betcha it's not because the TPI Federation has come out in opposition to it to protect some
supposed benefits in this years budget. Again Vets disagreeing with each other instead of joining
together........so it goes on. Ronaldo may be right - perhaps we all have to give up our
memberships of the various groups for our own sanity. Someone give me a p*ss if it gets worked
out willya.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Subject
th
Post by Joanemen9 on Apr 6 , 2007, 12:54am
Awesome movie! And it's free!
spammers-are-not-welcome-bugger-off

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by Joe on Apr 6 , 2007, 3:35am
Been spammed bhoyos.....
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
th
Post by boots on Apr 6 , 2007, 6:33pm
Who's being spammed? :(

Title: Re: TPI RALLY
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 6th, 2007, 6:47pm

boots wrote:
Who's being spammed? :(

It's OK mate the threads have been removed ;)
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The FESR Visitors Log
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General >> Bulletin Board >> dads army
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1174896862

Message started by Richmond Derham on Mar 26th, 2007, 6:14pm

Title: dads army
th
Post by Richmond Derham on Mar 26 , 2007, 6:14pm
Well its about to become reality, Defence ministerBrendan Nelson announced yesterday that the
Federal government would increase the ADF recruitment age from 51 to 56.
The compulsary retiring will be 60 up 5 years.
to view this try NEWS.com.au.
"Has any one seen my wheel chair"
:-/ :-/ ::)

Title: Re: dads army
Post by Ern_Sinfield on Mar 26th, 2007, 7:51pm
I think at 70 I am still past it, but it might have been a thought.
Ern

Title: Re: dads army
Post by millview on Apr 3rd, 2007, 4:16pm
It may be a good idea , but far to late for me too ;D ;D ;D

Title: Re: dads army
Post by boots on Apr 3rd, 2007, 8:25pm
us oldies over 60 could re charge the old Vampire if we can get her off the bottom.

Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by oldmech on Apr 4 , 2007, 4:48pm

Ern_Sinfield wrote:
I think at 70 I am still past it, but it might have been a thought.
Ern

Hey Ern, At rising 75, for me it IS only a thought. ;D ;D :D :) ;) ;)
ColN
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Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by ColinS on Apr 4 , 2007, 6:25pm
There is more chance of getting the Vampire going ,than me, it looks like we are all over the hill,
and well pass the other side.
:D ;D [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif]

Title: Re: dads army
Post by oldmech on Apr 4th, 2007, 7:44pm
Looks like we are all a bunch of bloody old crocks !!!
;D ;D ;D :D :) ;) ;)
ColN

Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by boots on Apr 4 , 2007, 10:02pm
feels like it most times for me. :'( :'( :'( :'( :'( :'

Title: Re: dads army
Post by Joe on Apr 5th, 2007, 2:16am
Next move of course is to lift the pension age.....You blokes better watch out they'll be takin' it offa
you!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: dads army
Post by greygull on Apr 5th, 2007, 10:02am
;D Forty Five years ago the Chief G I said i marched like and old man so i see know reason why i
cant go back is E Block still there and have they got hammocks to sleep in

Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 5 , 2007, 3:03pm
As I approached my 6oth birthday at HQ 3 Training Group Victoria,disguised as Warrant Officer
Class two (Infantry) I was asked would I sign on for another year. ;D
At that time the Band Master of the Pipes and Drums at another unit of the Royal Victorian
Regiment was also asked to sign on. 8-)
Back then the people in charge of the Units knew that it was wastful to discharge good hands. ;)
Unfortunately Margaret decided that we were going to shift to Queensland so I retired from the
ARES and also the work force and have been leading a bludgers life ever since. 8-)
I believe very strongly that there are a lot of us,even at 79 years and 6 months,who could hold down
an administrative task to free a young Bloke/Lass to go on an exotic holiday overseas.
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Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by evilCA on Apr 5 , 2007, 8:32pm
Tom , I still remember your paying off Mess Dinner from 3 TG.
It was a great night.
Regards...CA.

Title: Re: dads army
th
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 6 , 2007, 7:19pm
CA,
What a night that was.
When Peter Waller read out who I was and where I had served he got a shock at where I had been
and what I had done. This despite the fact I had been working with him for over 10 years.
That night was the first time I had ever been called "Digger".
At all times previously for the full 24 years I was usually "Sailor" or "Hey you'.
That night even the young girl who was learning to be a Steward and was moving around with the
decanter of Red leaned close and said
"Would you like anything DIGGER".
My answer was
"Yes thank you,just stop pouring that red wine down the back of my Mess jacket will do "
My Son David and Brother-in-Law Scott, were also present and the B.I.L. and I were as full as boots
as David was driving us home.
At one stage he came to a halt and and screamed out "For @#@%&^%$^ sake you pair of
illigitemats SHUT UP or I will debark you here in the &*^%$#gutter"
B.I.L.had his camera clicking all night taking the last photos of me in Army Uniform on my last night
and next morning found out that he had left the Lens cover on all night.
So I did not get even one photo of that night.
Even the photo taken by the Unit Phot man with Peter and I was not put in the Army news as I had
mounted my medal ribbons on my Service Dress with the ribbons arse about face as I had had an
ale or two before getting clobbered up and it would not do to have a bodgy set of ribbons in the
Army News.
Good days.
Thanks for reminding me CA.

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl

General >> Bulletin Board >> Thank you
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1175850927

Message started by oldmech on Apr 6th, 2007, 7:15pm

Title: Thank you
Post by oldmech on Apr 6th, 2007, 7:15pm
Just a quick note to those people who look after this website.
Thank You (and I am sure I speak for all of us FESR members) for getting rid of the trash that
appeared on the site on this Good Friday.
A little note for all members, NEVER open a link of which you are unsure. The people who deal in
this sort of garbage are depending on people's curiosity to get their sites looked at. Anything at all
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That way it saves a heck of a lot of heartbreak and crashed computers. We are all mature
enough I am sure to be able to ignore such rubbish, which can, if allowed to run, ruin a good site.
Have a Happy Easter All.
Regards
ColN

Title: Re: Thank you
th
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 7 , 2007, 4:22pm
I'll pass on your thanks ColN we have had an influx of them on a number of websites it has taken
quite a bit of time to rectify Happy Easter to you and Lesle.

Title: Re: Thank you
th
Post by Webmaster on Apr 10 , 2007, 10:57pm
Hi All - Easter Friday was a family morning with our Grand :exclamationkids 2 and 7 and Daughter
and Son inLaw - very special time - so I saw none of the referred to bad e mails/posted messages this site is one of shared responsibilities - and I am very thankful to those who fittingly got rid of the
trash - THANK YOU - hope your Easter was special also ..Ross

Title: Re: Thank you
th
Post by tromb123 on Apr 10 , 2007, 11:28pm
I had some rubbish on Easter Friday too, chocolate, and more chocolate, and more chocolate,
and........
:D :D

Title: Re: Thank you
th
Post by Joe on Apr 11 , 2007, 3:15am
.......Tromb : chocolate is in one of the two food groups that could never be considered rubbish. Like
its counterpart (beer) it is healthy, has all major trace elements, is europhic and just tastes bluddy
good - oh did I mention it's non fattening? I just luv it!!!!!!!!
By the way. I noticed the spam but had not a clue what to do about it..maybe some guidance for we
poor mortals who are not so computer literate????
Chookas
Joe

The FESR Visitors Log
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Message started by tromb123 on Mar 24th, 2007, 10:36pm
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Post by tromb123 on Mar 24th, 2007, 10:36pm
Just to let you know, there is a RAN Band Concert in Sydney:
Concerts
Flagship Recital
Royal Australian Navy Band presents a Flagship Recital featuring:
The Riddle of the Sphinx by Aldo Forte
Chaos Theory: Concerto for Electric Guitar and Wind Orchestra by Jim Bonney
Godzilla Eats Las Vegas by Eric Whitacre
Venus: The Bringer Of Peace, from The Planets Suite by Gustav Holst.
Admission:Free Venue:Eugene Goossens Hall - ABC Centre, Ultimo, Syndey NSW Time:1.30pm
Date:Thursday 29 March 2007 Please call Cassandra on (02) 9359 2618 for reservations and
further information
http://www.navy.gov.au/ranband/concert.html

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
Post by ronaldo on Mar 25th, 2007, 7:04am
Trombie
Would love to see them but alas, a bit too far to travel from Brissy. Saw them in all their glory a few
weeks back in Bundaberg for the Commissioning of HMAS Bundaberg. What a performance. They
had a female member, singing Australiana. By gee she had a fabulous voice. During the playing of
the 'Last Post' & 'Reville', ( Wakey-Wakey of course!), they had the Bugler on one side of the
Parade and about 6 others with French Horns (?) on the other side and about 100 metres apart
from each other echoing the buglers notes. Great stuff and a credit to thm all, especially standing
and performing with the Guard & Crew in the hot sun which was about 45c. The crowd of about
500 absolutely loved it all. Undoubtably later in the year, Aunty will bring it to air. Cannot wait to
see & hear their performance.
Ron

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Mar 25th, 2007, 9:21am
:)Barry
Good news
;)Ron
The RAN Band.."one of Australia's PREMIER ensembles"
I am fortunate in that I received as a gift 2 albumns
1..A flagship reciral with the RAN Navy Bang
2..On the Quarterdeck "

"

"

I bet Barry knows the ones I am talking about, and you old mate can borrow them anytime 8-)

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
th
Post by ronaldo on Mar 26 , 2007, 7:16am
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Doc
Have to agree. They are great & I have always enjoyed listening to their recitals & playing. Whilst I
was at Nowra, there was a group from the Bandies stationed at Albatross who had a bit of a
Pop/Jazz group on the go and who did a few gigs around the clubs in the area. Great stuff and the
Civvies used to love 'em. (probably in more ways than one!). nudge nudge ;) ;)
Ron

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
th
Post by millview on Mar 26 , 2007, 1:04pm
Hi ALL ,
The Bandies albums , are they stil available ? also , are they on vinyl or cd , not that it matters , as I
have a new record player for all the old vinylalbums I've got.
Thanks for any info ,
Peter .

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
Post by tromb123 on Mar 26th, 2007, 10:21pm
Peter, recordings are now on CD's, and here's a list of the latest:
http://www.navy.gov.au/ranband/discography/
cheers

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
Post by tromb123 on Mar 27th, 2007, 2:08pm
Someone asked me where CD's could be obtained and this was my reply:
'I'd been given a RAN CD some time ago, and had bought a few records in the past, and was also
wondering myself, about where CD's could be bought...The new decree is that they don't sell
them..
"RAN Band CD's are not sold to the public. (decree by DOM), although RAAF and Army still sell
theirs with profits going to various charities.
Navy CD's are available free to schools, libraries and a few other groups. Details are on the RAN
Band website."
Given the high quality of the CD I was given, this is a shame, and makes me wonder why?
I would suggest you ask the local library to get some in.'

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
th
Post by Ian_McClure on Apr 6 , 2007, 9:36pm
For all those that enjoy listening to the RAN band click on the link and enjoy.
starvo
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http://www.navy.gov.au/ranband/audio.html

Title: Re: RAN Band Concert
Post by millview on Apr 11th, 2007, 3:39pm
What about the Music we used to March to , I hear it every night during my nightmares , but it gets
all jumbled up and would love a record/CD to hear it for real and then maybe the nightmares may
be a little easier to put up with . :( :(

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl
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Message started by Bob Witt on Mar 10th, 2007, 7:28am

Title: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
th
Post by Bob Witt on Mar 10 , 2007, 7:28am
Veterans’ pensions will increase by up to $16.50 per fortnight the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs
Bruce Billson announced today. Mr Billson said veterans’ pensions, including service pension, war
widow’s pension and disability pensions, will increase from 20 March 2007."The Australian
Government recognises the enormous contribution made by veterans and their families and is
committed to supporting their welfare and protecting their living standards," Mr Billson said.
"From 20 March 2007, the Special (T&PI) rate of disability pension will increase by $16.50 to
$869.40 per fortnight, while the Intermediate rate of disability pension will increase by $9.50 to
$594.80.
"Extreme Disablement Adjustment will increase to $487.20 per fortnight and the 100 per cent
General Rate of disability pension will increase to $318.70," Mr Billson said.
"The maximum rate of single service pension will rise by $13 to $525.10 per fortnight and the
maximum rate for couples will increase by $10.80 to $438.50 each.
The fortnightly pension paid to war widows will increase by up to $13 to $550.10, while the ceiling
rate of the income support supplement, which is paid to some 81,000 war widows, will rise to
$156.60.
"Veterans and war widows will see increases reflected in their pension payments on the payday of
29 March 2007," Mr Billson said.Rates have also increased for benefits under the Military
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act (MRCA). The MRCA widowed partner’s death benefit is paid
at the same rate as the war widow’s pension, while MRCA Special Rate Disability pensioners
receive the same payments as Special (T&PI) rate pensioners.
More information on the new pension rates is available from the Department of Veterans’ Affairs on
133 254 or at www.dva.gov.au.
Media inquiries: Cameron Hill 0408 239 521

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
th
Post by ronaldo on Mar 10 , 2007, 8:59am
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Bob
Ever little cent is worth having and will come in handy. Most of the increases are due to CPI catchups. Coundn't help noticing the increase in Widow partner's threshold and war widow's threshold.
'tis about time that happened. Not being cynical, but, is there an election in the wind? ::)
Ron

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
Post by phil on Mar 10th, 2007, 10:11pm
This is realy good, but it is doing nothing for the persons that did thier time and are on DFRDB and
the use of the the CPI
It's a joke
Phil
;D ;D ;D

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
th
Post by ColinS on Mar 12 , 2007, 8:42am
Yes! a pension increase sounds good, just remember what the government give in one the hand the
other hand takes back extra. All pensioners will get an increase and what happens then , the price
of everything goes up and then we are behind the eight ball again.
The story here in the north of the state (Tasmania) is the artical in the daily newspaper is that of two
ordinary pensioners living in public housing, their rent has already had two rent increases in 12
months, the gentleman's partner has an acquired brain injury, they are living on the disability &
carers allowence.
In twelve months their rent has gone from $130-00 to $178-00 per fortnight and now with the new
pension increase their rent is being increased to $212-00, this an increase in twelve months of $8200.
Bread, milk and all other food will go up, petrol is always on the move. those that smoke and or
drink watch what happens to them. [smiley=thumbdown.gif] [smiley=thumbdown.gif]
[smiley=sad.gif] [smiley=sad.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif]

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
th
Post by ronaldo on Apr 13 , 2007, 7:42am
:'( :'( :'(
'tis very sad indeed. That rise which I thought I had received, looked as tho it had diminished even
more, (and for a lot of others). Woe was me for a short time! Went to the Chemist yesterday to pick
up my monthly scripts. Normally they cost me $15. Chemist asked me for $20. I queried her and
she said that the prescripted Caltrate (calcium) tabs, were taken off the free list last month and
instead of costing me $4.95 a dose, they are now cost price at $9.95. These are used for people
with osteo or calcium deficiency. I guess as the Docs are finding this more common among men &
women, it was costing the Govt to much to subsidise. Just think of it, an extra $5 per script the Govt
can now spend on illegals or whatever at the expense of those in need. She rang my quack and as
I am DVA, I did not have to pay the extra $5 :D. Poor old pensioners or non-gold card holders are
further out of pocket .
Ron
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Post by Ian_McClure on Apr 13th, 2007, 8:19am
Hi all, for those interested in saving money on scripts check out the link below. Lists all the items
you can get with a script on the RPBS.
http://www.pbs.gov.au/html/consumer/browseby/product
starvo

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
Post by millview on Apr 13th, 2007, 12:15pm
An excellent link Ian , I have saved it to my favourites and I'm sure it will save me some money too .
WELL DONE ;D ;D ;D

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
Post by Joe on Apr 14th, 2007, 2:17am
What a ripper link - particularly like the consumer info being available - when you have to take a fair
few different medications and have Anaphylaxis it sure comes in handy to know what is in what.
Ron - I take Fosamax for osteo and specialist organized for me to receive free Osteocal (turns up in
the mail each quarter by registered mail). As it turns out I can't take 'em as it binds me up too much
- take the odd one here and there but as they send 90 to 180 tabs each time have a plentiful supply.
I see the quack for bone density etc in June and I'll ask him if you like.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
Post by ronaldo on Apr 14th, 2007, 1:59pm
Joe
Thanks mate, ask him if you like and I can do a comparison with my Quack. I should'nt say that as
she is a female and not a bad looking one at that either. I have fronted up twice during the past
year for her in day surgery and she has given me Aredia injections. 'Tis a drip they give to you over
45-hrs. 'tis a type of Chemotheraphy and I think, (but not sure), I thinks it adds potassium to you
blood cells in order to bring up one of the other fallen levels and helps to stop the bones from
eroding. You have to have blood tests done about every three months in order to check the levels.
It also lets her know if she has to give you another shot or two. Usually, (so she says), just a
couple of injections seem to work out. It can make you bleed during the time it is in your body &
until the levels settle down. She advises to have any teeth out, ops or whatever, before as bleeding
from the gums can be one of the side effects. I have similar symptons when I have the odd glass of
red or a port!. The only crook thing about having the drip as you are with mostly the day Chemo
cancer sufferers having their daily dose and unfortunately are lot of them are women suffereing
from that dreadful breast cancer. It is dishearting to see them and know how they are suffering. You
are lined up like puppets on these lay-back chairs, with drips in and Greenslopes where I go, has
two rows of chairs of about 6 per side, not much room between your neighbour and looking at the
other row of sufferers, just a few feet away, facing you. Those that are real crook, are in beds with
curtains around them. Not a nice place to be but one of necessity. If anybody who does not
appreciate life in any way, they should be made to spend a couple of hours visiting these areas or
the areas where radiation is carried out.
Ron
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Title: Re: PENSION INCREASE FOR VETERANS AND WAR WIDOWS
th
Post by Joe on Apr 15 , 2007, 4:57am
How very brave - we do love life don't we... Thanks for the word picture Ron (gotta try and get it
outta me head now!!!!). Seriously - life can be a real pregnant dog at times. Certainly brings you
down to earth and makes you greatful for what you have and who you are. Keep the faith!!
Chookas
Joe

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl

General >> Bulletin Board >> Nominal Roll
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1150344721

Message started by ronaldo on Jun 15th, 2006, 2:12pm

Title: Nominal Roll
Post by ronaldo on Jun 15th, 2006, 2:12pm
Hi All
Having been a contributor,( ;))to this site since its inception, I have read many comments regarding
the lack of a nominal roll for FESR, Malaysian & other South East Asia conflicts. I wonder if the
following extract, from Veterans Affairs Ministers VA04 news release, which I received today, will be
such a roll? :D
The whole news release dealt mostly with the monies set aside for the Commerative 40th
Aniversary of Long Tan Day and this snippet of info was included in the article.
Quote:
Minister for Veterans' Affairs Mailing List
VA046 Thursday 15 June 2006
$37,270 IN GRANTS FOR NSW VIETNAM COMMEMORATIONS
Other initiatives funded by the Government include:
* developing an online nominal roll of Vietnam veterans and
establishing a website focusing on Australia's involvement in Vietnam and other South-East Asian
conflicts;
Unquote
Regards Ron

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by irish50561 on Jun 15 , 2006, 3:39pm
Good one Ron, I think the word MALAYA sticks in their collective throat, outside of us I have
difficulty finding someone who wants to discuss that particular part of Australia's Military History,
which of course was our longest campaign.
Like yourself I feel that a Nominal Roll of all those who served with the FESR and in the Malayan
Emergency, in fact ALL Camapigns in which Australian's where involved, should be available
online.
Regards. Irish.
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Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by Joe on Jun 15 , 2006, 5:28pm
Here here!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by ronaldo on Jun 15th, 2006, 7:29pm
Irish & Joe
And so they should be recognised. It will be interesting how it all unfolds and if it will be so. The
Vietnam veterans Nominal Roll will be available online from August this year ie the one dated 1999 I
think it was. Their updated roll will be on line August next year.Cheers
Ron

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by evilCA on Apr 12 , 2007, 2:01am
The establishment of these nominal roles should be an easy fix as they nust have data bases for all
issues of the AASM with the various clasps'
Why not every one preparing a short submission re the same and fronting up to your local Member
with the same and asking them to do something about it.
If the Minister for Defence gets submissions from about 100 of his fellow Ministers it could cause
him to act.
Regards....CA.

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 12th, 2007, 7:03am
Aug 23rd 06 Queensland Board posting:With regards to The Malayan Emergency/Borneo
Indonesian Confrontation Nominal Roll, I have been in contact with one of the Nominal Roll
committee and have been informed that The Malayan Emergency/Borneo Indonesian Confrontation
Nominal Roll is in the pipeline when the Vietnam Roll is finished. Keep your fingers and what ever
else crossed we may see it yet. This is something incoming Federal and State committees could
take up

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by ronaldo on Apr 12th, 2007, 8:12am
Thanks for the update on that Bob. Now to reciprocate.....
For all who are interested and I think most are, this site is now up and running. You can check out
your family warlords. Much the same as WW2 Nominal Roll. The Govt announced its completion
yesterday.
http://www.awm.gov.au/nominalrolls/ww1/results.asp
Ron
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Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by tromb123 on Apr 12 , 2007, 10:24am
I think you are right about things sticking in their throat, after several letters from me to DVA, which
they simply didn't acknowledge, it took a very recent Review Board Hearing to acknowledge that
:'Instrument 79, Instrument of Allotment of Persons under the Veterans' Entitlement Act 1986'
'Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei 17 August 1964 to 14 September 1966 Schedule 2, Item 7'
is so, and applies to claims under the VEA. I wonder if I was the only person who's had to go down
this path?
:(

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by ColinS on Apr 12th, 2007, 6:27pm
This could be of interest to those who served on Quickmatch & Vampire !961 - !962
A copy of a letter taken from the HMAS Sydney & VLSVA (Vic) website
"I refer to my letter of 29 September 2006 concerning the inclusion on the Nominal Roll of Vietnam
Veterans of those who served in HMA Ships Quickmatch and Vampire.
I am please to inform your association that the names of those who served on these ships, on the
visit to Saigon during the period 25 Jan 1962 to 29 January 1962, are to be included on the website.
The Department of Veterans Affairs is presently undertaking research to enable the list of ship's
crew for this period to be data collected. I anticipate the names will be displayed on the website
when the enhanced version is published in August 2007.
Yours sincerely
(Mr) Kerry B Hodge
Manager, Nominal Rolls
14 December 2006"

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by boots on Apr 12 , 2007, 6:34pm
well I will not be on it, I finished my time before the Vampire left. :(

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by millview on Apr 13th, 2007, 12:37pm

Bob Witt wrote:
Aug 23rd 06 Queensland Board posting:With regards to The Malayan Emergency/Borneo Indonesian
Confrontation Nominal Roll, I have been in contact with one of the Nominal Roll committee and have been
informed that The Malayan Emergency/Borneo Indonesian Confrontation Nominal Roll is in the pipeline when the
Vietnam Roll is finished. Keep your fingers and what ever else crossed we may see it yet. This is something
incoming Federal and State committees could take up

Hi Bob , it is good to know it is in the pipeline , the only trouble is , HOW LONG IS THIS PIPELINE
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Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 13th, 2007, 4:32pm
Back in August 06 it was stated that by the second half of 07 the Vietnam ROH should be finished
and the Malayan Emergency and Borneo Indonesian Confrontation ROH was next in line, that is
why I suggested that Federal and State Executives could now begin their push to bring it's
conclusion, if we sit back and hope maybe the pipe line will stretch another forty years.

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by ronaldo on Apr 14th, 2007, 2:10pm
There is also this aspect Bob. There will be stuff-ups of names not being there who should be,
names aligned to the wrong Ships/corps etc. Look at the records, if they can find them all, which
they have to work from. They will be destroyed/lost/wrongly recorded. Just like those who were
entitled to NGSM, PJM & etc. It took from 1992 when the first Vietnam Nominal Roll came out to
show just how big a stuff-up had occurred with that & we still do not know if it will ever be correct
and that was when most of the recorded items had been changed to data entries! A good reason
for our powers to be to put on their thinking caps and getting all together in order to send along a list
of ships, the crews etc etc so that when the roll finally shows up, it will be as correct as it ever will
be.
Ron

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 14 , 2007, 4:31pm
It will be an awesome task Ronaldo if they have to rely on Navy Office to supply names, remember
back to the Mohr review we(Navy Office) had to send to England because according to them they
had no record of our ships or men serving in the Far East. But it is a task we have to overcome
somehow if we are going to have names enrolled with all the other conflicts and we have scaled
those hieghts before and no doubt we can do it again

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 14 , 2007, 7:04pm
;) Bob
I expect that it will be a repeat of the way they got the Korean War Nominal Roll set up.
You had to contact them and give all your service details.
Those that did were listed and those that didn't missed out ::)

Title: Re: Nominal Roll
Post by ronaldo on Apr 15th, 2007, 7:54am
I would not hold my breath waiting for it to be completed. We will still probably be discusing when
the release date wkill be in about 3-5 years time :-/ Grrr
Ron
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Title: Re: Nominal Roll
th
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 15 , 2007, 9:31am
Doc,
You are spot on in that it will be like the Korean War Roll.
That took about 4 years from the day I,(like all the rest who had read about it) actually sent in our
details before it actually appeared.
It was logged in newspapers for many moons and still a lot of people did not send in their names
and so missed out.
They can still send them in if they or their families wish to do so.

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl

General >> Bulletin Board >> AN EXCELLENT MATE
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1177052657

Message started by millview on Apr 20th, 2007, 5:04pm

Title: AN EXCELLENT MATE
Post by millview on Apr 20th, 2007, 5:04pm
HI TO ALL ,
THIS POST IS JUST TO LET ALL OF YOU KNOW , THAT WHEN YOU HAVE A MATE LIKE IAN
(Starvo )
AROUND , YOU KNOW THAT YOU HAVE AN EXCELLENT MATE AROUND .
AND THANKS AGAIN IAN :) :) ;D ;D ;D :-* :-*

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl

General >> Bulletin Board >> This is a bit of a stretch, but...
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1172360091

Message started by Les_Figg on Feb 25th, 2007, 9:34am

Title: This is a bit of a stretch, but...
th
Post by Les_Figg on Feb 25 , 2007, 9:34am
Do you know any Australian WWII war brides living in the US?
If so, please pass on the following.
Thanks,
Les
"Cooee": Calling all Australian World War II War Brides
2006-12-05 - The Embassy of Australia in Washington DC is planning a special focus on Australian
War Brides as part of their commemorations for ANZAC Day in 2007.
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in the United States and to pay tribute to them as a unique group on this national day of
commemoration.
http://www.americanaustralian.org/newengland/storydisplay.php?storyId=2160

Title: Re: This is a bit of a stretch, but...
th
Post by tromb123 on Feb 25 , 2007, 12:00pm
Thanks for that, Les, have sent it off to the rellies in the US, one of whom is a 'war bride'.
cheers
Barry

Title: Re: This is a bit of a stretch, but...
th
Post by Les_Figg on Feb 25 , 2007, 3:18pm
Great to hear, Barry. I posted on all the various sites that I frequent and someone knows three
more living over here, and a friend knows another. Hopefully some can make it to event.

Title: Australian-born War Brides Gather in Washington fo
st
Post by Les_Figg on Apr 21 , 2007, 12:32am
This is a follow up to my previous enquiry.
Australian-born War Brides Gather in Washington for ANZAC Day
Women and their US-Born Children Soon to Qualify for Australian Citizenship
Next week, in an historic gathering on 24 and 25 April for ANZAC Day, some 90
surviving Australian-born war brides will make their way to Washington DC from
all corners of the United States, where the Australian Embassy will pay tribute
to their courageous spirit. These women, now all in their eighties and nineties,
will be accompanied by over 200 spouses, children and grandchildren.
During World War II, almost a million US Marines, GIs and other military
personnel passed through Australia during their service in the Pacific Theatre.
They spent time in Australia on leave, in training camps and recuperating after
being injured. Many formed relationships with local girls, resulting in some
15,000 Australian war brides joining their American husbands in the US during
and just after the War.
Many of the war brides forfeited their Australian citizenship when they became
naturalized US citizens in decades past. The new Australian Citizenship Act
2007, due to come into force on 1 July 2007, will give them the right to apply
to resume their Australian citizenship just by showing good character, thereby
becoming dual citizens. The same legislation will give many of their children
the right to apply for Australian citizenship for the first time.
Adelaide-born artist Patricia Feille, now 82, who lives in Austin, Texas, says
that the tribute to brides in Washington by the Government is long overdue, and
sadly, comes too late for many of the women. â?oIn sixty years of living in the
States Iâ?Tve never been contacted by the Australian consular authorities until
I received this invitation,â? she said. â?oThere were thousands of us Aussie
girls who made our homes in the US after the war. Iâ?Tve felt like a forgotten
creature for decades. I hope that Australia is mature enough now as a nation to
be proud of all those in its diaspora. We all contributeâ? . She is keen to
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Patricia met her late husband Edward in Sydney in April 1943 while she was
serving as a stenographer for an Australian Army artillery unit. He was a US Air
Force B17 bombardier, decorated with the Silver Star and the DFC for service in
New Guinea. They married in St Andrews Cathedral in May 1943, after her
husband-to-be told a journalist he was going to marry his Aussie sweetheart and
she read about their engagement in the newspaper! In August 1943 she paid her
way to the US, fortuitously missing an earlier boat that was torpedoed and went
down at sea.
She and Edward had four children, three of whom are alive today and are looking
forward to becoming Australian citizens. Daughter Margaret, born in the US in
1949, recalls being the only kid in the class at school growing up on a literary
diet of Australian childrenâ?Ts classics such as Blinky Bill, Snugglepot and
Cuddlepie, and Seven Little Australians. She has always considered herself half
Australian and becoming an Australian citizen later this year will be an
emotional moment for her and her two sisters. US-born children of Australian war
brides did not qualify for Australian citizenship by descent at the time of
their birth because of historical tea discrimination in Australian law which
meant that only fathers, and not married women, could pass citizenship on to
their overseas-born children until 1970.

Title: Re: This is a bit of a stretch, but...
Post by Joe on Apr 22nd, 2007, 4:30am
I see that The 7.30 Report on ABC TV are doing a story on The War Brides next week (didn't give a
day) - will watch with interest! One of my Aunts was a war bride but she is long since gone to God
but I still have an interest. Thanks Les
Chookas
Joe

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl

General >> Bulletin Board >> Memorial
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1176436440

Message started by ronaldo on Apr 13th, 2007, 1:54pm

Title: Memorial
th
Post by ronaldo on Apr 13 , 2007, 1:54pm
Well. I'll be bug...ed Who else never knew what this road was for? I have been around a few years
and thought I knew everything but I never heard this before. What a great mob those WW1 boys
were.
Ron
GREAT OCEAN ROAD MEMORIAL HONOURS VETERANS
A new memorial to honour Australia’s World War I veterans was unveiled on Victoria’s iconic Great
Ocean Road today by the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Bruce Billson.
“The memorial pays special tribute to the some 3,000 veterans who, upon their return home from
the war, helped build the Great Ocean Road from the rocky cliffs and bluffs along Victoria’s beautiful
but rugged south west coast,” Mr Billson said.
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The road itself, which spans some 400 kilometres, was built by the veterans as a memorial to all
those Australians who died during World War 1.
“The new memorial is located at the famous archway entry to the Great Ocean Road and will
honour the dedication, courage, mateship and teamwork of our World War I veterans who made the
ultimate sacrifice during their service to our nation,” Mr Billson said.
Today’s memorial unveiling coincides with the Great Ocean Road’s 75th anniversary and is part of
2007 celebrations to mark the event.
The Australian Government contributed $12,000 in funding for the memorial under the Saluting
Their Service commemorations program.
“The Saluting Their Service program provides an important source of funding for community and exservice organisations that are committed to preserving Australia’s wartime heritage and
remembering our servicemen and women,” he said.
“The new memorial, which features a stunning sculpture, will provide veterans, their families and
friends, as well as national and international visitors, with a place to recognise the service and
sacrifice of Australia’s World War I veterans”
Mr Billson said in the lead up to Anzac Day the new memorial was a fitting tribute and he
congratulated the local community for its efforts in bringing the project to fruition.
“Our nation is indebted to those courageous Australians who put their lives on the line in the service
of Australia, and the Government remains resolute in its commitment to honour them and their place
in history,” he said.

Media inquiries: Cameron Hill 0408 239 521

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Joe on Apr 14th, 2007, 2:21am
Didn't know that either Ron. I 'used to be' a Victorian calling Hamilton and The Western District
home for many years and naturally visited the Great Ocean Road in it's various parts many times just didn't know and like you I'm a knowall (or was - the older I get the less I know!!!!). I dips me lid
to our WW1 heroes. Lest we forget.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 14th, 2007, 2:33pm
I will expose my age by letting you youngsters learn a bit of ancient history from the 1930,s. 8-)
Once WW1 ended and the bands stopped playing the government allotted some tracts of useless
land to x Diggers to start farming.
Naturally the land was usually useless stuff the big wigs could not use so the Diggers worked their
guts out and then had to look else where for jobs to feed their families.
The big Depression hit and even as a 9 year old it was easy to see which kids Dads were working.
It was because you could see they were wearing shoes EVERYDAY of the week and not just to go
to church on sundays. :-?
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My Dad was too young to serve in WW1 but had spent the time in the Compulsary Cadets for every
kid over 14 which was the in thing then.
The Dads were alloted to construction jobs like the Great Ocean Road all over Aussie and their pay
was usually just a few shillings a week to let them buy tobacco.
The rest of what would have been their pay was sent to the Mums in the form of Sustenance
Vouchers which could be converted to food like two pound tins of Jam and loaves of bread.The
loaves in Adelaide were about two feet long.
My Dad worked up around Murray Bridge digging the ditches to lay the water pipes from the River
to the town.
He told us that it was called "Playing the Banjo" because the long handled shovel they used was
called a Banjo.
It must have been bloody hard as for every man in the ditch working his heart out there was another
man out of work standing above him waiting for him to slow down. If he did the forman would say
"Out of there you lazy bastard and give this worker a job".
My Dad never missed a day. It meant that we only saw him on the weekends .
If you google around and ask about the Great Depression in Australia you will see just what they
went through.
I remember one day dad took me down to the Susso Office to collect the Bread and jam ration and
was amazed to see a long line of blokes,many still wearing the remnants of their old uniforms,lined
up to get to a small window with a iron grill on it like the ones you see at railway stations.
A man would move up and pass in his vouchers and the bloke behind the grill would ask how many
kids and allot so many Loaves and Tins.
When Dad walked up and answered the question the smart sod made some smart arse comment
about being a Catholic and made a comment about Dads wife.
Dad had been handed one tin.
He slammed it in to hit the bastard but the grill stopped it.
The grill was buckled and bent and Dad ripped it off and tried to grab the twit.
A big,and I mean BIG police officer who knew Dad stopped him and told the arse hole to give Dad
double rations and take it out of his own ration.
This is just a small part of the Depression and the Great Ocean Road times.

Title: Re: Memorial
th
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 14 , 2007, 6:53pm
G'day Tom ;)
If I could, I would make your thread compulsory reading for ALL those of the younger generations.
Well written :)

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Joe on Apr 15th, 2007, 5:03am
You must have had your eyes opened that day Tom. Bet you thought Dad was gone for all money.
My great uncle used to tell us those stories when I was a kid in Kadina. We used to sit at the
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the bejabbers out of me - then off to bed!!! Must have been very hard time - many tears I think.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by ronaldo on Apr 15th, 2007, 7:48am
And we thought we had it tough in our days! I heard similar stories from my Grandpa. His wife
making children clothes out of flour bags. Unstitching then re-sewing together bran bags into
blankets, (what he called waggas), to keep warm. Living in tents along creekbeds. Lining the
soles of worn footwear with lino. Yep, the sure had it tough.
Ron

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 15th, 2007, 11:31am
Shame on you Tom bringing back all those memories, my old man worked on putting a road to
Paluma over Mt Spec north of Townsville they even have a Witts Lookout whether after the old man
or not we claim it. The brother and I looked forward to Saturdays in those days when you order a
beer at the local you got a counter lunch Dad got the beer we got the lunch. If my memories serve
me right they use to get 30 shillings a week which had to pay rent and in our case keep a family of
five. I guess Tom we are now showing our age.

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 15th, 2007, 2:47pm
Joe,
Actually there was a lot of tears but these were outweighed by the good times.
I know that now days the experts will tell you that a kid knows and remembers things from day one.
Bull droppings!!!!
The furthest I can think back to is when I was about 4-5 and that was a pleasant memory of coming
a guttzer and skinning a knee or something and running screaming into Mum (who was know by the
Nickname of ANNIE.)
and she would wipe away the tears and just cuddle you and two minutes later you were up up and
away getting into more strife.
During the worst of the depression there were five of us kids and I can never remember going
hungry.
There were four boys and one girl.
The five of us worked as a team. If some other kid from another street picked on one of us he had
to fight the five of us. Usually we let my sister Mary go first as she would have been able to beat
Jack Johnson the Heavy weight Champ back then.
There was always a set of boxing gloves hanging up behind the kitchen door and if two of us had an
arguement ,on went the gloves with Dad or Mum as Referee and the problem was solved when we
both collapsed from exhaustion.
(Usually about 5 minutes).
Occassionally dad would come home and say
"Righto Jim,Tom and Stan you will be the "Picker uppers" and Jack will be the"Nit keeper" (Lookout
or Cocatoo).
Away we would go down to the Police Barracks down near the Torrens River where there was an
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Dad,know as "Ickle"to everyone except us kids,would climb the tree and knock the Olives down to
us and we would bag them into a 70 pound sugar bag which Dad had tied a piece of rope on each
bottom corner and when the bag was full he would come down and make a slip knot and put it over
the neck of the bag. (The for runner of the back Pack)
I reckon it was coincidental that every time we did this just as Dad slung the bag over his shoulder
and picked up his bike a big Policeman would come screaming out of the barracks door and yell at
us.
Dad would tell us to scarper and we would nick off like rats up a drain pipe.
The Olives were then sold to the local Greek Cafe for 10 shillings which would then be a good price
and allow Mum to buy a packet of those Hundreds and Thousands.
She would sit us around the table and spill the things onto the table and say
" Right Jim has the Red one,,Tom has the Black
ones,Stan has the White ones so on." It kept us quiet for hours sorting our lot into a heap.
My favourite was when Stan and Jack and
I would go over to Franklin Street where there was a factory that made Crumpets. Called
Comleys?? or Crowleys or something like that.
We would climb up to the roof of the two storied building,make our way to the rear and open a small
ventilation duct and climb
into the factory stuff our shirts and pockets full of Crumpets and then nick off home.
There we would go into the kitchen,(Annie seemed to spent all her time there) and say here you are
Mum,the man gave us some stale crumpets .
She would take them and when they almost gave her third degree burns from just coming out of the
factory ovens,she would raise her eyes to
heaven,bless herself and say "give me Father"orsomething like that.
There are many other stories but I will call a halt.
I cannot ever remember being hungry although there were times when Annie and Ickle both went
without dinner and when we asked why they were not eating the answer was always 'We had an
early Dinner".
I loved them
then and I still do because I know they are still looking after us.

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Paul on Apr 15th, 2007, 8:33pm
I don't often post anything anywhere but in this case on the subject of the Great Depression I find
myself compelled to contribute ... I was born in 1949 and wasn't subject to the depression in reality,
however , having been orphaned at the age of 6 my brother and I found ourselves placed under the
guardianship of the toughest meanest Uncle that God had ever placed on this earth .
As he had lived through the depression , he decided that we had to undergo the pains of such a
miserable existence also.
So rather than the normal mince and potatoes which was our staple diet , he would occasionally
present bread and dripping and it had to be eaten or you'd be thrashed within an inch of your life .
Little did he know that we absolutely loved it - better still if you could sprinkle a bit of sugar on it ...
would never let him know , as it would be considered a luxury and we would never see it again.
Rgds and best wishes,
Paul Stanton

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 15th, 2007, 8:55pm
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First of all I am sorry to hear about the Uncle but you had your Brother and with him you had the
Uncle beaten by a mile.
You are right.
Bread and dripping was something to die for.
Put sugar on it and it was a sweet.
Put salt on it and it was the main course.
In Adelaide it was so smooth and creamy that my parents and friends called it Mount Barker Butter.
Thats where it was made.
I was actually about 11 before I tasted butter.
Ron, you are right about the Bran bags.
They were made into blankets and even dyed to make a dress for my Sister.
I never got to wear anything but Hand-me -Downs clothes until I joined Pussers.
Strange to relate all I can think of about those times are happy memories.
Probably because we were a big family.

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Joe on Apr 16th, 2007, 2:42am
I thought we had it rough (my elder brother and I - sister had fallen off the back of a truck and was
killed) - didn't wear shoes until 6 when sent to boarding school. The old man who was a 'gunna',
rabbit trapper, miner, jack 'o all trades and drunk and had taken off when I was four. That is one of
my earliest memories - standing on the Kalgoorlie Railway Station with the old man screaming at
my mother - drunk as a maggot - Mum grabbed me and we just walked off down the railway line he was too p*ssed to follow. But like Tom we were never hungry at home. Always hungry at
boarding school though. That's where I found out that people (especially adults) had no trouble
belting the crap out of you - my brother also liked a scrap and would get me to pick fights so he
could belt others up - sometimes he got side tracked and I just had to cop it from the bloke I'd been
told to pick on and then cop it from the Nuns for causing trouble - Oh by the way my brother would
then give me a thumping for getting into trouble!! Hated boarding school and eventually reached my
one ambition in my early life - to grow up and leave school!!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Memorial
nd
Post by Paul on Apr 22 , 2007, 8:54pm
Tom, Thanks for your kind words , Joe, you certainly learnt what life was for real - This could
become a very sad thread if we all spilt our guts . I guess it should end in something like "The little
boy cried because he had no shoes 'til the day he saw a little boy with no feet" .
I am thankfull to God for the opportunities which presented themselve to us and the resiliance we
found to grasp and run with them as we each chose and walked our individual paths.
Best Wishes to All
Paul.

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by Joe on Apr 23rd, 2007, 5:24am
...and I am sure we will all say on Wednesday as I say every day...
LEST WE FORGET..
Chookas
Joe
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Title: Re: Memorial
rd
Post by boots on Apr 23 , 2007, 12:45pm
I can rember a bit of them days .... being a pom we lived on the southwest coast close to them that
bombed our street, I can still remember fried stale bread in beef dripping sent from Aus, and local
seagulls eggs scrambled.. luverly stuf. :D ;D

Title: Re: Memorial
Post by ronaldo on Apr 23rd, 2007, 4:36pm
Boots,
Things haven't changed that much. Australians are still pretty generous today ;D with the taxpayers
money giving it to all & sundry, whoever asks in this world for assistance. Things were pretty crook
in those days tho., I recall Gramps spinning me a few dits on how they survived and what they had
to do to get by. Not a nice era in those days for those underprivileged.
Ron

The FESR Visitors Log
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Message started by 4.5inch on Apr 24th, 2007, 7:10pm

Title: Another military forum
Post by 4.5inch on Apr 24th, 2007, 7:10pm
Hi all,
Just a note to inform you of another Australian military forum inclusive of Navy.
http://roadrunners.21.forumer.com/

The FESR Visitors Log
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Message started by kim payne on Apr 25th, 2007, 10:23am

Title: Ist Lt Ralph Payne, HMAS Curlew
th
Post by kim payne on Apr 25 , 2007, 10:23am
hello, i'm Ist Lt Ralph Payne's eldest daughter. Kim.
i was the first girl christened on the HMAS Curlew.
I came across this site today, ANZAC day 2007, after going to my local dawn service wearing my
late fathers Borneo service medal.
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information in 2001. ( that is how i ended up on this site from Google)
i hope you still come on here.
please forgive me for my ignorance in anything.
I have noticed a bit of talk about a general service medal back in 2001. can anyone direct me on the
correct proceedure on how to obtain information re this medal?
thank you to all those who served anywhere.
Kim.

Title: Re: Ist Lt Ralph Payne, HMAS Curlew
Post by Ian_McClure on Apr 25th, 2007, 2:35pm
Hi Kim, have sent you an email.
Ian

The FESR Visitors Log
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Message started by bobbles on Apr 27th, 2007, 7:59pm

Title: Greetings to All
Post by bobbles on Apr 27th, 2007, 7:59pm
Hi,
I am back on the net ar last. I have been missing for about 5 years.
I had an enjoyable day on ANZAC DAY at Maryborough. I was joined with my Son and my 4 Grand
Children, it was great. We are required to march for approx. 1kl and I was a bit worried about my 3
year old Grand Son. But I didn't need to as he marched the full distance.
I have been living just outside Maryborough now for 2 years and loving it. I do miss going to FESR
Meetings at Sandgate and meeting up with all you old salts.
Bye for now.
Bob Bailey (ex- Greenie)

8-) 8-)

Title: Re: Greetings to All
Post by ronaldo on Apr 27th, 2007, 8:02pm
Bobbles.
About time! Thought the old computer may have carked. See you at the 3rd. :-*
Ron

The FESR Visitors Log
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General >> Bulletin Board >> Anzac Day
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1177541235

Message started by ronaldo on Apr 26th, 2007, 8:47am

Title: Anzac Day
Post by ronaldo on Apr 26th, 2007, 8:47am
What sort of Anzac Day did you have?
I went to the Dawn Service held at Greenslopes Private Hospital. A lot of security and hullabaloo
around the ridges as unbeknown, our illustrious Prime Minister, rocked up as a "special Guest". A
great Service was held for the large crowd in attendance and a gunfire brekky provided for all
provided free of charge for all those, including the civvies, who wished to dine. John Howard
mingled with the diners.
During the main March, did the 'mad mile' in Brisbane. Nice hot sunny day. Very large crowd of
about 15 deep watching and cheering and waving the Australian Flag. I didn't know I had so many
fans! What was pleasing to see were the large number of children in attendance and the large
number of persons & their children from overseas Countries, who also attended and who all
seemed to be waving the Australian Flag.
Afterwards with the mates, a few beers and told a few fibs. A great day. I hope yours was as good
as mine.
Below is a poem, taken from the Greenslopes Dawn Service program, ( author not mentioned),
which I think is very appropriate.
In a Country Town I'm standing, on a dark and misty morn,
When I hear the sound of marching feet, from the parade that's held at dawn'
To the Cenotaph they're marching, sheer a soldier cast in stone,
Stands above the names of those, who'll never more come home.
The parade comes to attention, the Last Post clearly played'
The Ode is spoke, the wreaths are laid; and homage duly paid,
But as the names of soldiers, on the Cenotaph I read,
The soldier seemed to come alive, and here's the words he said.
Today I saw you marching, I heard the Last Post played,
I stood in solemn silence, as I watched you on parade,
Your ranks are thinner than before, each year I see them change,
But from the day I took this post, I remember every name.
And proudly I shall guard them, they will never be alone,
I'm the spirit of the Anzacs, forever cast in stone,
I was born in 1915, on the shores of Sulva Bay,
And I've been with every Digger, since that fateful day.
From the battlefields of Europe. on land and air and sea,
Pacific Isles and Asia, where Diggers be,
Though future generations, have challenges unmet,
I'll silently remind them, lest they should forget.
Well, the parade was over, the Marshall called dismissed,
The old men disappeared, in the darkness and the mist,
But the soldier he still stands there, standing all alone,
He's the spirit of the Anzacs, forever cast in stone.
Ron
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Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by tromb123 on Apr 26 , 2007, 9:45am
Hi Ron, I went to the 11am service at Inverell (I play in the band there), was a great morning, the
local car club had older and vintage cars turn up from far and wide, all bedecked with Aussie flags
and crowds spilling on to the roads (I don't know where they all came from, all the farms must've
been emptied, I think.) The service was short, and to the point. (Nothing worse than someone
rambling on and on...)
Cheers
Barry

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by Tom29216 on Apr 26 , 2007, 10:18am
I am at present in Adelaide and had a terrific Day marching with my Daughter and Granddaughter.
Very big crowd and no rain.The march went further than last time I was here and the long walk back
to our car damm near stuffed me. I recovered when JOAnne(Daughter) brughtnme a hugh icecream
made up of cruehed Mars bars and the cream. Ber luddy luvely.
Before the march started I located the Korean Vets group I would march with then went looking for
the other mobs I am a member of.
Found the FESR boys as they were just ahead of Korean lads.
Sadly there was only just enough to carry the banner . However in spite of that they did us proud.
Bob,when I get back home to Brisbane I will send you a photo I took of them and the banner before
the March started.
A good and happy day was had by all

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by irish50561 on Apr 26 , 2007, 11:21am
Carol and I attended the Dawn Service here at Wyong RSL, sadly the rain was unrelenting and the
service was held indoors. We then caught the train to Sydney for the march, with the rain holding off
we welcomed a great roll up of members and what a great day we had. There where six rows of
FESR members, six abreast plus two banner bearers and Brian McAuliffe taking post just ahead; 39
of us in all. To name just a few there was Ken Sherwell, Vic Treleavan, John Baines, John Oxley,
Michael Thomas De Meaune, Ron Osborn, Paul McGovern, Ernie Gibboins, Jim Bullen, Peter
Hoare, Bruce Bowmaker, Kev Collis, Brian McAuliffe, Pricky Reid, John Killer Kane, Arthur Spowart,
Irish Shaw, Aunty Vince Dorahy, Nev Moose Dodkin, Vic Elwell and many more, memory fails at
this point. We adjourned, some with our wives to the nearby Masonic club in Castlereagh St
meeting up with NAA members from the Central Coast where a grand old time was had by all. Free
eats where provided for the stalwarts who stayed on with schooner at $3 how could one remain
sober? Carol and I returned to Wyong on the late train shaken but not stirred. Regards. Irish.

Title: Re: Anzac Day
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 26th, 2007, 3:46pm
:)G'day mates ;)
Just got home from the Tweed where I marched yesterday'
Had a great day and actually marched in two states in the one march (Coolangatta>Tweed Heads)
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Caught up with Graham Broom and Harvey Mills, both ex Voyager crew [smiley=beer.gif]
[smiley=thumbsup.gif]

Title: Re: Anzac Day
Post by ronaldo on Apr 26th, 2007, 4:29pm
Irish & All
Glad you all had a great day. Irish, that Prickky Reid must get around. I was talking to him standing
next to me with the Fleet Air Arm Group with whom I marched. ;D This one I served on the same
Squadrons. I did not see too many of the FESR marching here in Brisbane. I saw there was a list
for them in the program but I did not see too many.
Ron

Title: Re: Anzac Day
Post by Joe on Apr 27th, 2007, 5:18am
Was gung-ho and ready to go but the dreaded lurgy raised it's dreadful head - that plus the coldest
ANZAC Day in 74 years in Sydney made me consider discretion the better part of valour and stay
home. Wife also crook as Rookwood with the same. Guess there is always next year.
Good to hear so many were able to attend and catch up!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Anzac Day
Post by birdiehandler on Apr 27th, 2007, 6:54pm
8-) Hiya Ron,
I attended the ANZAC Day march in Brisbane with the FESR and we had just on 40 marching. A
great day all in all.
(PS) I didn't see Barry Lister leading the "Birdies" was he there? I didn't even see him on the TV,
although his name was mentioned.

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by birdiehandler on Apr 27 , 2007, 6:56pm
:-? Ronaldo, Forgot to mention, Queensland had the largest number in attendance at the WA
reunion outside of WA that is. We still have the biggest membership in Australia. ::)

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by ronaldo on Apr 27 , 2007, 8:06pm
Birdie Handler
Sounds like it was a good roll up over in the West. I was sorry I was not able to make it over there
but I guess everyone cannot say that they had a 'gunfire brekfast' with the PM on Anzac Day. ::) (
Don't know whether that was a good or bad thing ;D). Somehow I must have missed the Brisbane
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were about 30-40 of us in the 'Birdie" contingent as well. I thought the numbers were down in all the
groups that I saw this year, compared to the past couple of years.
Ron

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by wireless on Apr 28 , 2007, 12:06pm
Hi Shipmates'
JUST TO LET YOU KNOW YOU WERE NOT FORGOTTEN IN DOWN TOWN BEMAGUI ON THE
SOUTH COAST.
WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE LOCAL RSL THEY PROVIDED ME WITH A WREAF TO
COMMORATE THOSE WHO SERVED DURING THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY - BORNEO - AND
THE CONFRONTATION.
WHEN LAYING THE WREAF I FONDLY REMEMBERED THE SHIPS AND SHIPMATES I WAS
PRIVILIGED TO SERVE WITH.
FOR SURE - "LEST WE FORGET"
BARRY BENNETTS EX RS(S) - QUEENBOROUGH - QUICKMATCH - QUIBERON.

Title: Re: Anzac Day
Post by ronaldo on Apr 28th, 2007, 2:44pm
Barry
Goood on the RSL. 'Tis nice to hear that they do some good around the ridges. Usually you hear
some comments people speaking against them. Glad you had a good day and thought of those
having served with the FESR. I hope you were not embarrassed like I. At the Dawn Service that I
attended, they burst forth into the second verse of our national Anthen and all I could think of was,
'beneath our radiant southern cross'! and that was as far as I got :-[ :-[ They should give you at
least a months prior notice if they are going to have that 2nd verse. John Howard was present as
well. I was watching him to see if he knew the second verse but he could have just been moving
his lips like I and 99% of the crowd and probably the rest Australia. ;)
Ron

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by oldmech on Apr 28 , 2007, 9:11pm
G'day All,
Was privileged to attend the Dawn Service (4.15 am) and the march later at Maroochydore. Was
astounded at the large number of children and young people in the estimated crowd of three and a
half thousand at the dawn service, with similar number of attendees at the morning memorial
service and wreath laying.
Caught up with another old Mechanician Jack Pegg at the Gunfire Breakfast, and after the march
Ike Levy and I reminisced about our days in the Tobruk back in '55.
Lesle has already booked our accomodation at Maroochydore for next year as well.
All the best
ColN

Title: Re: Anzac Day
th
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 29 , 2007, 7:18am
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Hi All,
Just back from the reunion in Perth I attended the Dawn Service at Kings Park with Joe Linaker,
Les Bailey,Keith Markey and Rudi Bianchi along with thousands of others I was amazed at the
number of young children there, got back intime to catch the tail end of the Currumbin Service on
TV looked impressive.

The FESR Visitors Log
http://fesrassociation.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl
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Message started by ronaldo on Apr 29th, 2007, 3:33pm

Title: As the clock ticks
th
Post by ronaldo on Apr 29 , 2007, 3:33pm
Cannot wait for that second hand to reach.....
At three minutes and four seconds after 2 AM on the 6th of May this year,
The time and date will be 02:03:04 05/06/07.
This will never happen again ;D
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 29 , 2007, 7:09pm
[quote author=ronaldo link=1177824799/0#0 date=1177824799]Cannot wait for that second hand to
reach.....
At three minutes and four seconds after 2 AM on the 6th of May this year,
The time and date will be 02:03:04 05/06/07.
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Ron[/quot
THAT FIGURES...............very good

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by Joe on Apr 30 , 2007, 5:42am
Good to see you are busy Ronaldo!! How many hundreds and thousands in a packet?
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by ronaldo on Apr 30th, 2007, 7:59am
;D ;D ;D Doc, I though I may be the only 1 watching the clock on that day ::).
Joe, I would start counting them but I might get half way thru the count & have to stop. I am
frightened I might find myself color blind. 8-)
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by wings on Apr 30th, 2007, 8:34am
02:03:04 05/06/07 Of course it will and has. From 07AD till time runs out. Next one 2107.
;)Wings

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Apr 30th, 2007, 10:29am

wings wrote:
02:03:04 05/06/07 Of course it will and has. From 07AD till time runs out. Next one 2107.

You may fly to the head of the class with that reply ;)

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by boots on Apr 30 , 2007, 10:47am
our American friends might not.

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by boots on Apr 30th, 2007, 10:48am
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our American friends might not.

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by boots on Apr 30th, 2007, 10:49am
too many clicks. :D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by Bob Witt on Apr 30 , 2007, 3:21pm
Joe, It would depend on the size of the pack :) ;) :D ;D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by ronaldo on Apr 30th, 2007, 3:57pm
Boots
...and not enough clocks! :D
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by tromb123 on Apr 30 , 2007, 10:42pm
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck one
The mouse ran down,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck two
And down he flew,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck three
And he did flee,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck four,
He hit the floor,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck five,
The mouse took a dive,
Hickory Dickory dock.
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Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck six,
That mouse, he split,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck seven,
8, 9, 10, 11,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
As twelve bells rang,
The mousie sprang,
Hickory Dickory dock.
Hickory Dickory dock,
"Why scamper?" asked the clock,
"You scare me so
I have to go!
Hickory Dickory dock."
;D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
st
Post by ronaldo on May 1 , 2007, 8:34am
Trombie 123
Good 'un mate. ;D Hope yop weren't hypnotised by watching too many those metronomes during
your career instead of clocks :o
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on May 1st, 2007, 11:26am
;D Ron
I think I will wait to see
05:06:07 08/09/10, I am more likely to be awake by then ::)
Cheers :P

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
st
Post by ralph46 on May 1 , 2007, 5:24pm
new to this site but are you not a month out. Should it not be 05 June 07???
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Post by oldmech on May 1st, 2007, 8:01pm
ralph,
Guess it depends which way you read the Calendar.
5 June 07 (05.06.07), or May 6 07 (05.06.07)
Seems to me that both ways are accepted as correct these days, particularly where computers are
concerned.
Americans seem to see dates differently from what we do here in Aus..
Regards
ColN

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by ronaldo on May 1st, 2007, 8:08pm
Ralph-46
Some of you may say, the date today is 1st May. Others others say today is May 1st as in the
terrorist attack on 9/11. That's my excuse and I'm sticking to it. Besides there are more Yanks than
us. ;D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
nd
Post by Joe on May 2 , 2007, 1:41am
Doesn't matter how many of 'em there are Ron - it's a bit like being wrong - it just don't matter how
loud you yell it out it still ain't right!!!
Tromb123 (456?) 'Not without my Uncle Rats consent - uh huh'!!!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
nd
Post by ronaldo on May 2 , 2007, 7:34am
Joe
Aw me old cobber, give us a break. "Tis been a long long time since I did me sums at school, but it
still proves that figures can lie. ;)
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
nd
Post by birdiehandler on May 2 , 2007, 6:48pm
:o It is obvvious to me that there was a full moon last night, Ronaldo, you have far too much time
on your hands. ::)

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
rd
Post by ronaldo on May 3 , 2007, 7:54am
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Mex old mate, yer right. A bloke is starting to go cuckoo ;D
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by boots on May 3rd, 2007, 9:39am
STARTing to ::)????????????????? ;D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on May 4 , 2007, 2:45pm
:) :)
G'day All
How many of you know that to-day is Star Wars Day?? ::)
May the Fourth be with you ;D ;D ;D ;D

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by boots on May 4th, 2007, 6:15pm
I didn't know that. :(

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
th
Post by ronaldo on May 4 , 2007, 8:09pm
Doc
Fair 'nough. So I didn't know that. :-[ I know about these couple of significant events and I reckon
'Boots' does as well. [smiley=laugh.gif]
At the start of the Revolutionary War, Rhode Islanders were among the first colonists to take action
against British rule by attacking British vessels. On May 4, 1776
1971: Kim Ho-Sup led a Korean expedition to Manaslu to attempt via the Northeast. Kim Ki-Sup
died when he fell on May 4th, 1971.
Ron

Title: Re: As the clock ticks
Post by boots on May 5th, 2007, 12:25pm
Now I know that, I think. :-?
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Message started by ronaldo on May 7th, 2007, 11:57am

Title: Bad Neighbourhoods
Post by ronaldo on May 7th, 2007, 11:57am
Howdy All
I do not know what sort of an area your neighbourhood is, but gee whizz, mine sure has changed
over the years. You cannot trust anyone these days. :'(
Ron

Title: Re: Bad Neighbourhoods
th
Post by Joe on May 8 , 2007, 6:48am
Funny part is Ron - someone stole the key while you wern't looking! Remember if someone steals
just one the Salvos will take the otherie to give to the blokes with only one leg!
Chookas
Joe
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Title: Looking For
Post by Bodgie Sefton on May 9th, 2007, 11:50am
Looking for Ken Hynes a former WA member, moved East last year.
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Message started by Ian_McClure on May 6th, 2007, 11:55pm

Title: 'Arms race' leaving our subs all at sea
th
Post by Ian_McClure on May 6 , 2007, 11:55pm
Here's an interesting article on our subs.
starvo
http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/arms-race-leaving-our-subs-all-atsea/2007/05/05/1177788470704.html

Title: Re: 'Arms race' leaving our subs all at sea
Post by irish50561 on May 8th, 2007, 2:03pm
Great stuff Ian, sadly not enough is heard from the most silent section of the Silent Service and the
excellent job they do, un-heralded and un-sung they just get on with it. Regards. Irish..

Title: Re: 'Arms race' leaving our subs all at sea
Post by tromb123 on May 10th, 2007, 8:29am
I don't know too much about subs, or how ours stack up, but here's the latest from the RN:
First new British stealth sub unveiled
BARROW-IN-FURNESS, England, May 9 (UPI) -- Britain's Royal Navy has unveiled the first of
three long-delayed new nuclear stealth submarines that will never need refueling and that make
their own oxygen.
The HMS Astute was displayed at the BAE Systems shipyard in Barrow-in-Furness, where final
work will be done in time for its official launch in a month, The Daily Mail reported Wednesday.
The model is about 50 percent larger than older models, and its development and manufacturing
costs have risen to about $7 billion after several delays, dating to 2005.
The military said the sub is capable to traveling around the world without needing to surface, as it
can manufacture oxygen from seawater.
Its nuclear reactor was designed to last for the sub's 25-year life, meaning it will not ever need
refueling, the report said.
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Title: Re: 'Arms race' leaving our subs all at sea
th
Post by Joe on May 11 , 2007, 6:15am
They certainly are a special breed. You wouldn't get me in a sub even tied up alongside! The mind
boggles with the RN type. Imagine travelling around the world and seeing your work space and
mess deck for months at a time. You would need a lot of tolerance - not to mention under armers!!!
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by Ian_McClure on May 10th, 2007, 5:56pm

Title: Ex-sailor wins $20,000 in Voyager case
Post by Ian_McClure on May 10th, 2007, 5:56pm
Hi all, found this in todays Maitland Mercury.
Ex-sailor wins $20,000 in Voyager case
By Mariza O'Keefe
A former sailor who claimed he suffered a mental injury after witnessing the Voyager disaster has
won $20,000 compensation.
John Robert Cavenett was 21 years old and a medic aboard the aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne
when it collided with the destroyer HMAS Voyager in February 1964, slicing it in half.
It was Australia's worst peacetime naval disaster, claiming 82 lives during what was a routine
exercise in Jervis Bay, off the NSW south coast.
Mr Cavenett, now 64, initiated proceedings for damages in 1996 for post traumatic stress disorder
which he said was caused by the naval disaster.
He said he did not recognise the condition until he was treated by a psychiatrist in 1996. Under
Victorian law these cases must be brought before the courts within six years.
A Victorian Supreme Court judge initially dismissed the proceedings, saying Mr Cavenett had not
satisfied him that he was not aware that he suffered the condition at the time of the incident.
At the Court of Appeal on Thursday, a majority of two to one judges accepted Mr Cavenett's
evidence that he did not discover his mental illness until he saw a psychiatrist in 1996.
Justice Chris Maxwell said that in a case of mental injury time does not begin to run until the plaintiff
knows that their mental condition is a mental illness which would be recognised by a medical
professional.
The court allowed the appeal and granted him $20,000 with interest dating back to 1996 plus costs.
Mr Cavenett's solicitor Garry Mann said his client was happy his legal battle was finally over.
"He's happy that it's over after 43 years," Mr Mann said.
"It's not as good result as he would have liked but it's over."
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outstanding in Victoria and New South Wales.
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Title: Re: Ex-sailor wins $20,000 in Voyager case
Post by Joe on May 11th, 2007, 6:11am
My abbacus works that out at about $45,000 including interest or $20 per week over the 40 years.
Seems better than a poke in the eye with a sharp stick BUT - did they cover his legal costs and his
medical bills etc? If not he is really not much better of financially. Mentally he would feel great
BUT I wonder if the grubbermint will appeal this one as they have the other cases in the past!
Cynical? Yeah - I wonder why.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Ex-sailor wins $20,000 in Voyager case
th
Post by Ian_McClure on May 11 , 2007, 6:34am
More on this story from ths Age newspaper.
http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/damages-win-for-voyagervictim/2007/05/10/1178390439715.html

Title: Re: Ex-sailor wins $20,000 in Voyager case
Post by Joe on May 12th, 2007, 5:42am
No doubt Mr. Ruddocks spokesperson is exactly correct - legally. Morally a succession of
grubbermints over the past 40 years are all guilty as sin in this matter. Wonder if there had been
just one Federal Politician on board either ship - or even in the vicinity if they would still be waiting
for compo. Would have been better if the sailors concerned had just fallen off their bike riding
around Parliament House in Canberra. The grubbermint will definately outwait the ex Pussers
blokes and not a cent will be paid - a poor indictment for "The Worst Peace Time Disaster" in
Australias history - shame, grubbermint, shame!
Chookas
Joe!
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Title: Goodbye!
Post by ronaldo on May 11th, 2007, 8:25am
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My forgetter's getting better,
But my rememberer is broke
To you that may seem funny
But, to me, that is no joke
For when I'm "here" I'm wondering
If I really should be "there"
And, when I try to think it through,
I haven't got a prayer!
Oft times I walk into a room,
and Say "what am I here for?"
I wrack my brain, but all in vain!
A zero, is my score.
At times I put something away
Where it is safe, but, Gee!
The person it is safest from
Is, generally, me!
When shopping I may see someone,
Say! "Hi" and have a chat,
Then, when the person walks away
I ask myself, "who was that?"
Yes, my forgetter's getting better
While my rememberer is broke,
And it's driving me plumb crazy
And that isn't any joke.
Please send this to everyone you know because I DON'T REMEMBER WHO I SENT THIS TO!!!! :'(
‘Ooroo!!
Ron

Title: Re: Goodbye!
th
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on May 11 , 2007, 4:42pm
:-[ :-[
Ain't that the truth
:'( :'(

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by tromb123 on May 11th, 2007, 5:57pm
Ron, is that like being:
Bats in my belfry and rain on my roof
Even my teddy bear stays so aloof
Flies that go walking on leashes so long
Even my parakeet wears a sarong
Sometimes I wonder, but mostly I don´t
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Elephants flying way off to the moon
Even my sundial´s stuck at high noon
Signs that say "quiet" and yo-yos on strings
Ride on the carousel, grab the brass rings
Aches that I feel on my window pane
Rolled-up umbrellas are out in the rain
Boxes thhat herald:"Please stand in a line"
Tarzans are riding on the 6:20 vine
Mostly I end up with egg on my face
I can´t keep the bulbs lit in my fireplace
Bats in my belfry, polars are bear
Polish the cannon in the town square
We´ll all take a ride on my new pogo stick
Here comes the night nurse! Cover up, quick!
Thoughts that need thinking like spring has been sprung
Fantasy helps all of us to think young
Everyone knows that penguins go formal
So who´s there among us to say who is normal?

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by Webmaster on May 11th, 2007, 8:43pm
Ronaldo and Trombo - Thanks !! failing attention or memory is scary but if we can laugh and go
from there.. we win .. I've had one of those days (since arriving at work) and this has turned it all
around ..enjoy ..
All the best to you both - Ross

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on May 11th, 2007, 10:10pm
;) ;)After reading your post Ron, I went to the Gympie library to get a book on memory training and
the librarian told me I still had it and would I please return as I have had it 5 months now.
Trouble is I can't remember now as to where i put it ::) ::)

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by Joe on May 12th, 2007, 5:50am
Now then let me see - er was it Ron and Tromb - yep that's them - I know because I wrote it down
here on a piece of paper. Yeah, Ron and Tromb, that's them. Right now off we go :
"Ron and Tromb, mates - .........."
Bugger it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chookas anyway
Joe

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by ronaldo on May 12th, 2007, 7:44am
Trombie 123
Good one as well mate. The sad part of it all at our age, is so darn true :'(
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While I talking to you Trombie, last night I was taalking to an ex-matelot mate of mine who attended
the Commissioning of HMAS Bundaberg, a couple of months ago. he was taken up by the navy
Band who performed at the ceremony, who had a female sailor singing. He tried to buy any CD's of
RAN Band music and was unable to do so. He telephoned someone from the Band, somewhere in
Sydney. Not only did they assist, they sent him a couple of freeby CD's of their music and
mentioned something to him about releasing CD's. He has since left for a tour of the UK and I
forgot to get some further detaials from him. My question is, do you know when, where or how- that
I could get a couple? I did read a thread somewhere you you mentioned something along those
lines a few weeks back but am unable to locate the post.
have a good 'un everyone and Mr Webmaster, Keep Laughing and I hope you are having some
success with you piccadillo that you are undergoing.
Ron

Title: Re: Goodbye!
th
Post by ronaldo on May 13 , 2007, 12:21pm

"OLD" IS WHEN .... Your sweetie says, "Let's go upstairs and make
love," and you answer, "Pick one; I can't do both!"
"OLD " IS WHEN .... Your friends compliment you on your new alligator shoes and you're barefoot.
"OLD" IS WHEN .... A sexy babe catches your fancy and your pacemaker opens the garage door..
"OLD" IS WHEN .... Going braless pulls all the wrinkles out of your
face.
"OLD" IS WHEN .... You don't care where your spouse goes, just as long as you don't have to go
along.
"OLD" IS WHEN .... You are cautioned to slow down by the doctor instead of by the police.
"OLD" IS WHEN .... "Getting a little action" means you don't need to
take any fiber today
"OLD" IS WHEN .... "Getting lucky" means you find your car in the
parking lot.
"OLD" IS WHEN .... An "all nighter" means not getting up to use the
bathroom, and
"OLD" IS WHEN ....You are not sure these are jokes
Anom. :D

Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by tromb123 on May 13th, 2007, 4:33pm
Hi Ron
Re a 'CD', it's been 2 or 3 years since I last received a newsletter from the actual RAN Band (I
should update my address), but Ralph, from the RAN Band Association, may be able to help, on:
xranband@bigpond.net.au
Cheers
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Title: Re: Goodbye!
Post by ronaldo on May 14th, 2007, 8:40am
Trombioe 123
Barry, Thank you for that info. I shallgive it a whirl.

Title: Re: Goodbye!
th
Post by irish50561 on May 15 , 2007, 11:00pm
Shipmates, if your not alive there's something wrong with you. In other words, there's nothing beats
being alive. Regards. Irish.

Title: Re: Goodbye!
th
Post by Joe on May 16 , 2007, 5:05am
There are a great number of ex shipmates who won't be able to argue with that one Irish!!!!!!!!!!!
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by tromb123 on May 17th, 2007, 8:37am

Title: Class Action
Post by tromb123 on May 17th, 2007, 8:37am
An excerpt from 'The Australian', says that Australian Sailors were also involved in this:
Nuclear veterans plan class action
Ean Higgins
May 15, 2007
AUSTRALIA'S 2000 surviving nuclear veterans are planning a class action using a breakthrough
study, revealed yesterday, that found their New Zealand counterparts sustained significant genetic
damage after being exposed to atomic tests in the 1950s.
Australian Nuclear Veterans Association president Ric Johnstone has engaged Sydney lawyer Paul
Mass and barrister Ben Clarke to develop a case, which has been waiting on the New Zealand
results.
Mr Johnstone said the New Zealand research, conducted by Massey University, provided the
concrete evidence, absent in Australia, of a direct link between British nuclear tests and long-term
illness among those exposed.
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"We have been trying to establish this in Australia for over 50 years, and the New Zealanders are in
there doing it," Mr Johnstone said.
The New Zealand study examined the genetic make-up of New Zealand sailors engaged in
Operation Grapple, a series of nine air blasts of nuclear bombs in the Pacific. The first hydrogen
bomb detonation took place 50 years ago today, on May 15, 1957. Sailors on board the frigates
HMNZS Pukaki and HMNZS Rotoiti carried out weather reporting and exclusion patrols, watching
the seven megaton and two kiloton explosions from distances of between 52km and 278km.
"The results are indicative of the 551 veterans having incurred long-term genetic damage as a
consequence of performing their duties relating to Operation Grapple," the Massey University report
says.
Mr Johnstone said some Australian sailors also served in the British tests in the Pacific.
He said the New Zealand research was more important in countering the Australian Government's
refusal to accept that similar British nuclear tests conducted in Australia caused widespread health
problems among those exposed, and possibly their offspring.
An estimated 8000 soldiers and a similar number of civilians were exposed to radiation in nuclear
detonations conducted for Britain at Maralinga in South Australia and two other sites between 1952
and 1967. The Australian Government has resisted providing specific compensation to those former
soldiers involved in the tests, who are not generally eligible for benefits accorded Korea and
Vietnam veterans.
It is understood that only one successful common-law compensation case has been fought in court,
in which Mr Johnstone, who had kept documents showing he had suffered radiation sickness, was
represented by Mr Mass. "We are looking at the possibilities of a class action and awaiting more
results from England and New Zealand as to the degrees of radiation exposure," Mr Mass said
yesterday. "I am sure there is a possible case there."
A key problem, Mr Mass said, was the refusal by the Australian Government to release data on
individual exposure to radiation in the tests. Veterans Affairs Minister Bruce Billson said yesterday
the Government had no choice because a 1981 act specifically prohibited such disclosure on
confidentiality grounds.
Mr Billson said the Government maintained its position that it was not legally liable based on a
"world-class study" it commissioned and completed last year. It found a low average level of
radiation exposure among Maralinga and other nuclear veterans, and that cancers among them
were unrelated to the tests.
There were nonetheless a range of "non-liability" health services available to those veterans and
civilians, Mr Billson said.
"I am aware of many allegations and assertions over the years," he said.
"I will need to see if this New Zealand report adds any new evidence or insights."

Barry

Title: Re: Class Action
th
Post by Webmaster on May 17 , 2007, 8:15pm
Thanks for that message Tromb - I have been an off and on member of Atomic Survivors Groups for
many years and even the so called small bursts (Monte Bellos) in the West have shown dramatic
death ratios - looking forward to any results from the class action..Regards Ross
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Message started by ronaldo on May 18th, 2007, 8:33pm

Title: Medical Terminology
Post by ronaldo on May 18th, 2007, 8:33pm
>Irish Medical Dictionary
>Artery.....................................The study of paintings
>Bacteria..................................Back door to a cafeteria
>Barium................................ What doctors do when patients
die
>Benign....................................What you be after you be eight
>Caesarean Section..................A neighbourhood in Rome
>Catscan.................................Searching for Kitty
>Cauterize...............................Made eye contact with her
>Colic.....................................A sheep dog
>Coma....................................A punctuation mark
>Dilate.....................................To live long
>Enema...................................Not a friend
>Fester....................................Quicker than someone else
>Fibula.....................................A small lie
>Impotent.................................Distinguished, well known
>Labour pain.............................Getting hurt at work
>Medical staff............................A Doctor's cane
>Morbid....................................A higher offer
>Nitrates...................................Cheaper than day rates
>Node.......................................I knew it
>Outpatient...............................A person who has fainted
>Pelvis.....................................Second cousin to Elvis
>Post operative.........................A letter carrier
>Recovery room........................Place to do upholstery
>Rectum..................................Nearly killed him
>Secretion...............................Hiding something
>Seizure..................................Roman emperor
>Tablet....................................A small table
>Terminal illness......................Getting sick at the airport
>Tumour..................................One plus one more
>Urine.....................................Opposite of you're out
My apologies to all of my Irish mates out there ;)
Ron

Title: Re: Medical Terminology
Post by tromb123 on May 18th, 2007, 11:26pm
Don't know about the Irish, Ron...sounds more like NZ talk........to me......
;D
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Message started by Ian_McClure on May 6th, 2007, 7:18am

Title: Veterans' pensions under Labor
th
Post by Ian_McClure on May 6 , 2007, 7:18am
Veterans' pensions boosted under Labor
May 6, 2007 - 6:44AM
A federal Labor government would spend $61 million to increase benefits for the most severely
disabled war veterans, Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd says.
In a joint statement with opposition veterans affairs spokesman Alan Griffin on Sunday, Mr Rudd
pledged to restore the value of pensions of around 43,000 war veterans with disabilities.
The benefits boosted would be the Special Rate Disability Pension (TPI and TTI), Intermediate Rate
and the Extreme Disablement Adjustment Pensions.
The whole of the pensions would be indexed to movements in Male Total Average Weekly Earnings
(MTAWE) or the Consumer Price Index (CPI), whichever is greater.
It has been budgeted to cost $61 million from the day of indexation, September 20, 2008.
Labor calculated that over the first four years of implementation, such pensioners would be $1,700
better off, with payments building to $30 a fortnight more than they would have been otherwise.
While most of the relevant pensioners are veterans of major conflicts from previous decades, as of
December 2006, eight soldiers who served in Afghanistan and two from Iraq would be affected by
the announcement.
"Our veterans have paid a very high price for their service to our country," said the joint statement.
"This is about fixing an injustice. We have listened to our nation's veterans and we are acting."
Mr Rudd and Mr Griffin criticised the government for missing out above general rate disability
pensions when they indexed a range of other pensions in 1997.
This omission had caused the value of these pensions to erode in comparison to the broader
community, leaving recipients $70 worse off than if they had been indexed, they said.
Partial MTAWE indexation in 2004 had only been a "band aid solution", they added, which would be
fully addressed in the first budget of an elected Labor government.
© 2007 AAP
Brought to you by

Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
Post by ronaldo on May 6th, 2007, 7:39am
Ian
Thanks for that info. Hmmm. Must be an election coming up! Have heard it all before. Over to you
John H. to see if you can outbid Labor. Would not like to be hanging over a cliff by my fingertips
waiting for any back pay that we have missed out on for the past 10 years by whatever party gets
into office but then, anything given shall be gratefully received. :)
Ron
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Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
th
Post by Tom29216 on May 6 , 2007, 8:39pm
That message is going up on all the ESO,s web sites I visit and I do not believe one word of it.
There is not one pollie that I believe is really honest.
They all mean well as long as it suits them.
Sorry to mouth off like this but I have seen too many of them come and go.
As my old Dad always said,The only pollie you can trust is the one that asks what you need and
gives it to you without any hassels.
He told me that back in 1936 during the Depression when we saw three of them talking and I asked
him how he knew who to vote for.
He told me that if one bloke said Vote for me and I will give you two loaves of bread and two tins of
jam and the next one offers double that and the third man asks you "How many kids do you have"
and gives you the bread and jam there and then.
Sorry about the waffle but I get cheesed off with the sods.

Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
Post by Joe on May 8th, 2007, 6:32am
Well said that man! So very true. My old Mum used to say that the only thing you could be sure of
with a pollie is that they could talk underwater and what they said was good for the roses - think I
understand now what she meant.
Interesting to see that Rudd says his solution will see Vets $30 p/f better off as opposed to the $70
p/f they should have - at least it's a little less that half a promise for you blokes waiting for it!!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
th
Post by tromb123 on May 8 , 2007, 9:01am
8th May 2007
WAR veterans and ex-servicemen and women will receive a $200 million plus funding boost in
tonight's Budget.
The increase will focus on health care and support services and follows a major campaign by
veterans groups.
The number of damaged veterans from recent conflicts in East Timor, Afghanistan and Iraq has
alarmed Minister Bruce Billson.
The package forms part of a $1 billion funding jump across the defence portfolio which will include
hundreds of millions of dollars to improve the lives and welfare of military families.
The $200 million will push the annual budget for the Department of Veterans Affairs above $11
billion for the first time.
It has stood at $10.8 billion for the past two years and has almost doubled from $6.5 billion in 1996
despite the drop in veteran numbers.
In 2005-06, the DVA had 453,101 beneficiaries, including veterans and spouses, down from
472,227 in 2004-05 and 484,881 in 2003-04.
It appears health issues will be the focus from the budget tonight....
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professionals), yet has 3 DVA only nurses, who will only attend to gold card recipients, mostly, they
say, 80 year old plus war widows. They are not permitted to attend to veteran's holding white
cards!! Why??!!??
Last week I had to make a 528 km trip to a skin specialist, and now have 16 dressings on my face,
which the DVA nurses are changing.
An ENT specialist I have to see is a 420km return trip.
GP's here are invariably 'new faces' and under training. Much more than your blood pressure, then
they are on the phone to seek advice.
Support services ?? What support services??
:(

Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
Post by Joe on May 11th, 2007, 6:04am
Tromb you are sooo right. Sorry to hear about the skin thing - you need whats left to keep the
insides in mate - what are you trying for - the death of a thousand cuts? At least they can't blame
the sunshine in the winter up there (hahha)! Get well and stay well.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Veterans' pensions under Labor
th
Post by millview on May 19 , 2007, 1:46pm
All these disabillity pension increases sound good for certain people , but what about all the rest
who are on 100% or less , we wont see anything so I've been told . >:( >:( >:(
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Title: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
th
Post by Webmaster on May 4 , 2007, 7:22pm
Hi All need your help with the above - I have come from the chest physician today about my case re
bornchiectasis with proof I have Mycobacterium Intracellulalre ( which can cause bronchiectasis- It
is a Non TB Bug in my chest which strangely can come from a brush with TB - so I am that much
closer to winning my case BUT any help from anyone who remembers having to have TB shots and
several X rays and Surgeon Captain 'Mumbles' Coplands ?? coming on board and inspecting the
messdecks 60 or 61 ( memory) would help me tremendously because of course it is not noted in my
medical records. In fact my medical records for 60 / 61 are sparse to say the least - strange that.
Appreciated Regards Ross

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
Post by ronaldo on May 5th, 2007, 8:57am
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Ross
I hope this may help if you have not followed-up on similar grounds.
A couple of years ago I was at a mates place and he showed to me ome papers which he had
obtained under freedom of information, from Navy, concerning one of his stints aboard either
Sydney or melbourne. I cannot recall exactly which ship it was. It was back in '64 when he
received a douse of the flu/bali belly or something. The papers I think was a monthly report to Navy
Fleet Commander (FOCAF), Office, written from the Captain of the ship. It covered ElectricalEngineering-Mediacal etc etc. I think it was called 'Statement of Ships Proceedings' or something.
During the history of the ship, for the period of about 6 months to which the papers related, there
were detailed reports written to the Capt. which were written by the Heads of Depts, to the Capt
who then combined the info in his written report. I recall the capt report stated during one month
during a tour of duty up top, he reported on an medical report submitted by the Ships Dopctor, that
an URTI, (Upper respiratory throat infection), (the dreaded wog), had circulated amongs the crew of
which about half had been afffected. He added that the ventilation/cramped living conditions, had
not helped in combating the condition and that because of the virus, the efficiency of the crews
fighting abilities, had been greatly reduced.
Perhaps if you have not followed along the lines of obtaining this sort of info which is apparent for all
ships, then maybe you should do so. Cheers old son
Ron

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
Post by Webmaster on May 5th, 2007, 11:05am
Thanks Ronaldo - you are a champion - I am getting addlebrained - I bought the CD of the HMAS
Melbourne ROP's 1960/1961 from the AWM and never thought to look there - will today - Have a
good one regards Ross

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
th
Post by jr67 on May 5 , 2007, 3:46pm
I remember getting those shots I was drafted off in September 1960 wouldn't they be in your
medical papers/

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
Post by ronaldo on May 5th, 2007, 8:35pm
Ross
Hope it assists you for what you are seeking. I am sure it will if you can turn it up so all the best on
that. When you think of it in those days and the cramped dirty conditions, 'tis a wonder that half the
crews were not wiped out by some of those viruses which floated around in those unclean
conditions. It would drive workshop health & safety experts haywire nowdays if they had to police
those working enviroments.
Ron

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
th
Post by Webmaster on May 6 , 2007, 8:22pm
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interest - If you have proof of the TB shots you mention I would appreciate a copy -please - I am
battling through my rather tatty records and so far no luck - I mentioned in the other post - for years
after paying off I used to get a little brown OHMS envelope telling me to report to the Perth Chest
Clinic for X rays - this is good in one way as it should help my case as the gradual deterioration of
my lungs is recorded but convincing the VEA what caused it is another thing - appreciated both of
you Regards Ross

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
th
Post by Joe on May 8 , 2007, 6:42am
This is just so much BULLSH*T! These bastards know exactly what went on - missing medical
records - having to prove your chest complaint was caused by the Navy when they had been
sending you for X-Rays etc etc. It makes my blood boil. The law is a bloody ass mate a bloody
ass. You were THERE!!! Should be end of question - how many others simply don't bother to even
apply because of the trauma you have to go through to get what is rightfully yours. The ESO's
should be standing on their soap box each and every time they get a chance and sounding off. The
worst of it is that you are guilty of trying to pull a shoofty until proved crook and then that 'they'
caused it - all without access to proper records etc and with the very real hope that you will just cark
it before they have to put their hand in their pocket. They sent us to sea in ships laced with
asbestos of chrisssakes when they knew it was deadly. What country do we live in? Lest we forget.
Chookas (a very upset)
Joe

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
th
Post by Webmaster on May 8 , 2007, 8:53pm
Hi Joe - thanks for your angry and vocal concern and truths - I was thinking today a Politician does
two terms of office and then they get every kind of financial support, a pension that makes ours (
when we can get it) - look like a pittance , ongoing perks and so on..
Makes you wonder - instead of joining up perhaps you or I or so many others should have run for a
political seat somewhere - Nah! couldn't even think of it - even 40 years on since paying off I feel we
did a good job - the problem was we came home ...Regards Ross

Title: Re: TB Scare HMAS Melbourne 1960/61
Post by millview on May 19th, 2007, 1:57pm
Lets face it people , everytime we went up top , we were give a whole lot of shots , but none of
them appear on your medical papers .
Every time they thought it necessary , you got a shot and no information or arguing allowed.
None of us have any idea what was pumped into us , and th Navy is most certainly not going to tell
us , are they ?????????
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Message started by Ian_McClure on May 8th, 2007, 10:32pm

Title: re Budget for Veterans
th
Post by Ian_McClure on May 8 , 2007, 10:32pm
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http://www.dva.gov.au/media/publicat/budget/07/pdf/DVA_Budget_2007-08-At_A_Glance.pdf

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
Post by millview on May 21st, 2007, 3:49pm
A good read , but absolutely nothing extra for those of us on 100% or lower . >:( >:(

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
rd
Post by Ernie D on May 23 , 2007, 9:07am
Millview
Also nothing for EDA, Poor mans TPI :o :-/
I feel this was rather dangerous and foolish in an election year, eh what!

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
Post by sluggo on May 23rd, 2007, 4:34pm
ErnieD, EDA's are getting $25 at end of June and the labour party have promised $30 to TPI's so I
reckon that will come down to the other disability pensioners, also the labour party has said they will
attach the whole TPI to the MTAWE so that the pension will be kept up to date and not be $80 in
arrears as it is now,,,but if they dont attach it to the MTAWE it will be reduced every pay rise and will
end up in 5 years time eroded by about the same as the $50 they have promised us (Libs)
regards ,,, Shep ( hope I said that all ok)

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
Post by Ernie D on May 24th, 2007, 9:49am
Sluggo ole mate
Please forgive me if I have sinned! Iknow not what I do, (Maybe old age with a hint of dementia) is
the cause. However, I didith read the little John/costello budget several times, and I still can not
see, where it says EDA will receive anything. But I do knoweth that if labor get elected, Veterans
will be much better off under them than who we are under at this momement, as was always the
case. I reside in the swinging voters seat of monero, where 200 - 300 intelligent voters can swing
the seat. This year Garry Nairn seat, is being challenged by a recent ex colonel of the Australian
defence force, representing Labor.
We need this man for the veterans and also those serving members, and future veterans, and
peace of mind for ESO's, some one that understands the role of defence force personnel and what
they sacrifice for Australias future, well being and security.
Regards ....Ernie "D" 8-) ;) :)

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
th
Post by ronaldo on May 24 , 2007, 3:35pm
Hope Ex-Colonel Kelly gets in Ernie. I think he will do a lot more for ex-servos than current sitting
membe and those prior to him. I remember when Sir Hasting Harrington's look-a-like, Jeff 'mutton
chops' Bates who married Dame Zara held the seat. Don't think Ex or serving members, as I was
then, got too much from them either. :'(
Ron
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Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
th
Post by Joe on May 25 , 2007, 4:26am
He's not the bloke who thought he was getting a seat in a MonAro is he? If so does he know his
arm from his elbow? Or don't it matter anymore in politics as long as you just turn up and follow the
party line? Not that it matters much - both sides are in a vote buying mood at present - it's the
deliverance we have to watch for... hope they look after you blokes properly for a change no matter
who gets in!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: re Budget for Veterans
Post by Ernie D on May 26th, 2007, 3:30pm
Ronaldo
Getting off the subject, but what a top skipper Harrington was, when he was skipper of Sydney
(1955).
They brought me up before him at sea on the bridge. (Caps OFF) The fwd smn messdeck Leading
hand had charged me with disobeying a direct order. Harrington took my side (iwas a raw prawn
od) "still a raw prawn but not an od" He threw the case against me out, and indicated the L/H smn
get a life. After that, in my eyes he was top of the Wazza and one of the best.
Ernie "D"
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Message started by ronaldo on May 29th, 2007, 8:26am

Title: Go Navy
Post by ronaldo on May 29th, 2007, 8:26am
An Air Force Flight Lieutenant narrowly escaped serious injury recently when he decided to try
horseback riding, even though he had no lessons or prior experience.
He mounted the horse, unassisted, and the horse immediately
sprang into action. As it galloped along at a steady and rhythmic pace, the Lieutenant began to slip
from the saddle. In terror, he grabbed for the horse's mane, but could not get a firm grip. He tried
to throw his arms around the horse's neck, but he began to slide down the side of the horse
anyway!
The horse galloped along, seemingly impervious to its slipping rider. Finally, losing his frail grip, the
Lieutenant attempted to leap away from the horse and throw himself to safety. Unfortunately, his
foot became entangled in the stirrup, and he was now at the mercy of the horse's pounding hooves
as his head struck against the ground over and over and over.
As his head was being battered against the ground and he was mere moments away from
unconsciousness, to his great fortune an old three badge Stoker shopping at KMART saw him and
quickly unplugged the horse. :o ;D
Ron
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Title: Re: Go Navy
th
Post by bobbles on May 29 , 2007, 2:56pm
A good one Ron ;D ;D ;D
Bob (bobbles)

Title: Re: Go Navy
th
Post by tromb123 on May 29 , 2007, 6:33pm
Sounds like the airforce......

Title: Re: Go Navy
th
Post by Joe on May 30 , 2007, 5:32am
Ver Good - carry on!
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by ronaldo on May 30th, 2007, 3:19pm

Title: Go Army
Post by ronaldo on May 30th, 2007, 3:19pm
Looking for Alfred......?
Thirty-nine-one years ago, Alfred James, a Snowy River mountain man, was drafted into the Army
as a National Serviceman.
On his first day in basic training, the Army issued him a comb. That
afternoon the Army barber sheared off all his hair.
On his second day, the Army issued Alfred with a toothbrush. That afternoon the Army Fang Farrier
yanked out seven of his teeth.
On the third day, the Army issued him a jock strap.
The Army has been looking for Alf for thirty-nine years.
Ron
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Message started by ronaldo on Jun 1st, 2007, 11:47am

Title: Lest we Forget
Post by ronaldo on Jun 1st, 2007, 11:47am
Today marks the 65th Aniversary of the sinking of HMAS Kuttabul in Sydney Harbor by Japanese
Midget Submarines from a torpedo which was fired at USS Chigago.
Further info
At www.ww2australia.gov.au, you can view a short animation, including the reconnaissance flight of
Flying Warrant Officer Susumo Ito on 30 May, and the path of each of the midget submarines into
and around Sydney Harbour.
At the going down of the sun.........
Ron
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Message started by Ian_McClure on May 30th, 2007, 8:43am

Title: I've found HMAS Sydney
th
Post by Ian_McClure on May 30 , 2007, 8:43am
Hi all, check this one out very interesting.
starvo
http://bulletin.ninemsn.com.au/article.aspx?id=269972

Title: Re: I've found HMAS Sydney
th
Post by tromb123 on May 30 , 2007, 10:23am
That's an interesting story, Ian, especially as he says that there is a Japanese ship laying at the
location too. I guess time will tell...

Title: Re: I've found HMAS Sydney
rd
Post by Joe on Jun 3 , 2007, 6:01am
Hhmmmm! Oz grubbermint won't give HMAS SYDNEY Search Company the $5m required to
conduct a search that might be successful and won't give this bloke the time of day when it will cost
nothing - grubbermint has got it all tied up with red tape - hhmmmm! Interesting isn't it!!!!!
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by Ian_McClure on Jun 1st, 2007, 5:21pm

Title: Troops battling war zone trauma
st
Post by Ian_McClure on Jun 1 , 2007, 5:21pm
Troops battling war zone trauma
Max Blenkin
June 01, 2007 12:00am
FORTY-EIGHT Australian military personnel who served in Iraq and Afghanistan have been
discharged with service-related mental health problems.
Another 40 were discharged from the Defence Force for mental health problems unrelated to their
service abroad, a senate estimates committee was told.
That was out of 18,740 individual deployments to the Middle East between July 2001 and February
this year, with some troops deployed more than once.
Defence head Air Chief Marshal Angus Houston yesterday said the 48 people discharged with
service-related mental health conditions represented just 0.26 per cent of all troops who had served
in the Middle East.
Air Chief Marshal Houston said there were fewer mental health problems among deployed forces
than in the broader ADF.
In the late 1990s about nine serving personnel a year had taken their own lives, he said. Three
committed suicide in 2005, three in 2006 and four so far this year, he said.
"Because of a very good mental health strategy, we have seen a reduction in the suicide figures in
the ADF to something that is well below the community average," he said.
Labor Senator John Hogg said information from the father of a young Special Air Service Regiment
soldier who committed suicide this year suggested there were a number of other cases.
Senator Hogg sought a breakdown of figures showing those who had served in Afghanistan, the
number subsequently diagnosed with mental health problems and the number who committed
suicide.
Defence agreed to provide the information.
Air Chief Marshal Houston said all deaths of service personnel in any way connected to military
service were now examined by a special board of inquiry.
But he said demand for such inquiries was more than could be speedily handled by the panel of
seven current and former civilian judges, magistrates and coroners.
"It is quite clear that we need a larger panel and we will be going out to see if we can enlarge the
panel over the next few weeks," he said.
Air Chief Marshal Houston said the inquiries had proved very useful in highlighting shortcomings.
"They have identified a number of areas where we need to improve the way we do business," he
said.
Air Chief Marshal Houston said 225 people -- 1.2 per cent of all those deployed to the Middle East
Area of Operations -- had been discharged, including the 88 with mental health conditions.
Another 46 had left the service because of multiple injuries, 32 with spinal injuries, 47 with limb
injuries, 11 with cardio-vascular or respiratory problems and one for hearing loss. AAP

Title: Re: Troops battling war zone trauma
rd
Post by Joe on Jun 3 , 2007, 6:08am
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full support of DVA without having to go to court hearings with lawyers etc etc as is the case so
often for those from earlier conflicts! Wonder if that is the case and if they will send the spies out in
12 - 18 months to see if the youngsters are still having health problems? Maybe none of them will
qualify because we haven't declared war? What say you???
Chookas
Joe
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Message started by Bob Witt on Jun 3rd, 2007, 8:49am

Title: Make veterans' benefits equal, RSL says
rd
Post by Bob Witt on Jun 3 , 2007, 8:49am
The Queensland RSL wants greater parity in veterans' benefits provided by the state and territory
governments.
The issue is under consideration at the organisation's annual congress on the Gold Coast this
weekend. About 400 delegates from around the state are attending. The RSL's Queensland
president Doug Formby says the RSL is pushing the various governments to bring their different
veterans benefits into line.
"A fellow sitting up here in Queensland and he's got certain benefits from his state and he looks
over the border into New South Wales and they've got different benefits," he said. "In some cases
they're more generous benefits yet they're both veterans with the same background, probably
served in the same campaign." Veterans Affairs Minister Bruce Billson and his Labor counterpart
Alan Griffin have addressed the RSL's congress.
Mr Formby says both sides of federal politics are making a strong pitch for veterans' votes because
they realise veterans enjoy strong community support. "With there being 3,500 defence men and
women overseas at any given day these days, and you don't watch any news bulletin on TV without
there being at least one reference to Iraq, Iran or somewhere like that, Afghanistan," he said. "So
therefore defence is front and centre in the community's eyes."
© 2007 Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Would be a worthwhile agenda for National and State Divisions to get behind the push for the long
overdue equality for Veterans[size=11][/size]

Title: Re: Make veterans' benefits equal, RSL says
th
Post by Joe on Jun 4 , 2007, 5:56am
Now all the Vets have to do is make sure that each person tells 4 non Vets how they are treated
and we will really have a good voice - might even make the pollies take some notice. Believe me
when I tell you that the average man in the street has no idea how Vets are treated - they think that
TPI and even Service Pensioners are receiving benefits far in excess of those they do and are
absolutely appalled when they find out the truth and what a Vet has to go through to obtain their
rightful benefit! ...and we won't mention the spying...!!
Chookas
Joe (A Vet not in receipt of TPI or other service benefit)
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Message started by Ian_McClure on Jun 3rd, 2007, 7:27am

Title: Melbourne/Evans Collision
rd
Post by Ian_McClure on Jun 3 , 2007, 7:27am
Today marks the 38th year of the Melbourne/Evans collision in the South China sea, a morning I will
not forget for the rest of my life.
LEST WE FORGET
http://www.destroyersonline.com/usndd/dd754/dd754ltr.htm

Title: Re: Melbourne/Evans Collision
th
Post by Joe on Jun 4 , 2007, 5:50am
An anniversary we would all rather not have to remember as in 'wish it didn't happen'. Our thoughts
are with you mate and with all our other shipmates who were involved including the yanks - a
tragedy.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Melbourne/Evans Collision
Post by millview on Jun 4th, 2007, 10:24pm
Yes it was a HELL of a night and will always be remembered
LEST WE FORGET
:'( :'( :'(
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Message started by Ian_McClure on Jun 13th, 2007, 9:01am

Title: IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
th
Post by Ian_McClure on Jun 13 , 2007, 9:01am
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Mailing List.
VA077 Wednesday 13 June 2007
IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
A new dedicated, nationwide telephone service, the Veterans Service Centre, has been introduced
to handle the 1.3 million calls received annually by the Department of Veterans’ Affairs.
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Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Bruce Billson, said the Veterans Service Centre began operations in
Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia on 31 May and will go nationwide later this year.

“The Veterans Service Centre will deliver a comprehensive and accurate telephone service to
veterans and those who assist them,” Mr Billson said. “It will bring together into a coordinated
network the various telephone support services currently provided for veterans in each of the
states.”
“The service centre will be staffed by officers specially trained in veteran benefits and services and
able to assist callers with most enquiries.
“A new online system will enable staff to record and track veterans’ enquiries as well as any followup action. This means clients will not have to repeat their whole story each time they speak with my
Department, saving time and providing veterans with an improved service.
“Veterans will be assured of a consistent and high quality service no matter where they are calling
from.”
Mr Billson said the new Veterans Service Centre represented the government’s response to the
changing needs of veterans.
“Mobility and transport difficulties leave elderly veterans heavily dependent on the telephone,” he
said. “At the same time, the telephone is now one of the most popular forms of contact for younger
veterans.”
Mr Billson said that over time contact with the Department of Veterans’ Affairs would be simplified
by consolidating the suite of telephone numbers used throughout Australia. This will be a gradual
process and no veterans will be required to change their routines. They can continue to use existing
numbers and their calls will be automatically switched to the Veterans Service Centre.
Media inquiries: Cameron Hill 0408 239 521

Title: Re: IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
Post by tromb123 on Jun 13th, 2007, 9:42am
The blurb says that the service began for several states...but it doesn't say where the service is
actually located...they wouldn't, would they, or would they?? Should we all begin to learn
Sanskrit?? Or is that only Telstra services....
:(

Title: Re: IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
th
Post by ColinS on Jun 13 , 2007, 6:14pm
How long will the Call Centres last, a couple of years down the track they will do a Telstra, close
down and dam the lot of you.
[smiley=angry.gif] [smiley=angry.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif]

Title: Re: IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
Post by Joe on Jun 15th, 2007, 3:12am
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Won't be in 4 years time - they'll be getting ready for an election!!
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: IMPROVED TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR VETERANS
Post by jr67 on Jun 15th, 2007, 8:06am
Or just put us all on the Centerlink Data Base ;) ;)
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Message started by Webmaster on Jun 14th, 2007, 7:49pm

Title: Punching Sprayers
th
Post by Webmaster on Jun 14 , 2007, 7:49pm
I was in the Drs (Chest Physician) this morning telling him about the dangers of exposure to FFO (
for those of you who want any info on the subject - I have been researching it for months and it's
darned dangerous stuff) - I was trying to describe what it was like in the old open fronted boiler
rooms with the sprayers squirting the oil, and the flames of the lit sprayers and the oil mist and the
hehat and the atmosphere we worked in. He couldn't come to grips with it - has anyone any stories
of working in these boiler rooms , any photos or websites I can visit please? Many Thanks Ross

Title: Re: Punching Sprayers
th
Post by oldmech on Jun 14 , 2007, 8:36pm
Ross,
On the Main Notice Board of the Naval Association website there is a thread shown, giving a
website from which you can download an excellent Movietone/Cinesound Newsreel of HMAS
Australia , done in 1949. It runs for about 15 minutes, and shows a broad cross section of sailors
duties in that ship, including a stoker punching sprayers. (Had they done it 3 years later, I might
have achieved fame!) The segment only lasts for several seconds, but that at least is a start for you.
If my luck holds, I may be able to copy the website here:
http://video.google.com.au/videoplay?docid=-8211880038390698260&pr=goog-sl&hl=en-AU
Have a go mate, Drop it on to your Browser and see what happens, depending on your bandwidth it
may take a while to download, but it could be worth it.
All the best
ColN (or as Lesle sometimes calls me CoolCol.)

Title: Re: Punching Sprayers
th
Post by Webmaster on Jun 14 , 2007, 9:17pm
Well, Cool Col ( who am I to argue?) - Thanks tremendously - I couldn't get through from this
address but will try from the NAA website ( I think I still have a sign on ) THANKS heaps - will advise
- Regards Ross
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Title: Re: Punching Sprayers
th
Post by Ern_Sinfield on Jun 15 , 2007, 10:47am
I seem to remember that punching sprayers was the first job on joining a ship after training. It was a
case of flashing up another sprayer one minute or changing one and then up to your elbows in
Diesel cleaning the one you have changed. The smell of FFO never seemed to leave you even after
showering. I was unaware if there was an FFO mist as the 20" fans seemed to keep the air fairly
clean, but the temperature change after leaving the boiler plates was enormous, especially doing
temps. It was a wonder we didn't suffer from lung complaints then. I was glad when it came time to
do the Aux Watchkeeping training and go on to evaps and generators.
Ern [smiley=thumbsup.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_26.gif]
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Message started by Tom29216 on Jun 13th, 2007, 4:42pm

Title: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by Tom29216 on Jun 13 , 2007, 4:42pm
Greetings all,
I was going to apologise for me rare visits and comments on here but then decided that those of
you who know me know that I celebrate the 59th Anniversary of my 21st Birthday on 28th October
this year and also that I stick in my few pennies worth of comment whenever sonething gets up my
wick.
So I decided that I would just tell you all that by just reading the messages and seeing that you are
still with us is like a gift from whoever is looking down on me from the big Mess Deck/Parade
Ground in the sky.
Some of you may not know that I work in the HQ Office of the NAA in Qld two days a week as State
Membership Registrar and have been doing so since march 1993.
I love the job apart from the fact because it keeps me right in touch with most of you and also gives
Margaret a break from me for two days a week.
However the Down side of the job is that too many Tusedays or Thursdays on receiving my share of
the mail from Phil Gilbert I find that I have to DELETE another mate who has Slipped his Moorings.
It sounds easy . All I have to do is bring up the Membership list on the machine,find His/Her name
and press DELETE.
Perhaps it is because as I get older I become weaker and there are times that the Missing Mates
name stays on the list for another few weeks until I settle.
So please bear with me. If I can think of anything that may interest you I will hit the key board.
Until then
Stay Safe and Stay Here.
No Smilies here as I feel flat now.
Take care.

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by Webmaster on Jun 13 , 2007, 8:06pm
Dear Tom Thanks for your comments - it's good to know you are there and watching - please if you
get a note to say I have crossed the bar ignore it - I have the tiller tied on gently to port and will
cross the bar tother way as and when I have been out and cleared the head and felt the move of a
vessel at sea again - All the Best Ross
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Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by tromb123 on Jun 13 , 2007, 11:26pm
My uncle Ted was still playing the drums on the stage at the nursing home when he was 93...you
sound like you can still beat out a rhythm or two...

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by ronaldo on Jun 14 , 2007, 8:33am
Tom
It sure is sad to read about and hear, when our mates cross over the bar. Keep up your good work.
We have no fear of crossing over for a while yet if we go by the old adage that anly the good die
young! Happy birthday for Oct. [smiley=birthdays.gif] ;D
I have often thought of resiging from all the ex-servo orgs & clubs in which I belong. Everyday I pick
up a paper I read where so & so has passsed on inserted by a bowls club, ex-service org or from
some Navy-Army RAAF Corps or Association. I reckon my odds in surviving a little longer will be
greater if I resign ;)
Trombie
You Grandfathers' talents in music must have been handed down in the family. Let us all hope is
age does, as well. Getting away from the subject a wee bit, I caught during the weekend on
FOXTEL three concerts by Andre' Rieu which were most enjoyable. Yesterday I went to the local
ABC shop and purchased DVD's on two more of his concerts, 'New York Memories" & Der
fliegende Hollander' AKA 'The flying Dutchman'. Looking forward in viewing them tonight now that
the State of Origin, ;D, has passed by!
Ron

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by Ern_Sinfield on Jun 14 , 2007, 10:28am
I guess that like Tom, I look in on the site nearly every day, but am not one of those who can think
of something witty or relevant, so just read and take in what is posted and add my bit when I really
have something to say, but that is what I have done most of my life. However the Association is not
forgotten.
Cheers all.....Ern

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
Post by Webmaster on Jun 14th, 2007, 7:43pm
Guuday Ern haven't seen your name for a while - Yes , what Tom does is sad and the reality is we
are getting to that point but while we can talk to and support each other it is a great connection... On
another subject.. you would be a good candidate to answer my new theme "punching Sprayers" - All
the Best Ross

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
Post by Tom29216 on Jun 15th, 2007, 8:08am
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This note is to say Thank you to "oldmech" for noting that I had put "the 79th Anniversary of my 21st
birthday" instead of the 59th anniversary etc.
Thanks Col,that was how I felt at the time of writing so you have given me another 20 years so I do
not feel so bad. 8-)
Ron, do not give up all of your commitments to ESOs,just cut back on a few.
Since I have been in the Office I have seen Presidents,Secretaries,Treasurers and so on get sick
and go into sick bay by taking on too much. Such as being President of this club,Secretary of that
club,doing ALL the Crossing the Bar services as well as fund raising and so on.
So to all of you.
Slow down. You do not have to stop as that surely will take you out,but ease off.
Thank you for your kind words.
;)

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by ronaldo on Jun 15 , 2007, 8:20am
Tom
No fear of me pulling out from any Associations, that was only tongue in cheek in what I said. I am
a member of , at last count, nine ex-service, no, make that 10, ex-servo orgs. They would go broke,
no make that 11, I forgot TPI Assoc., if I ever pulled out any of them ;D That's not counting Lodges
and Services clubs! ::)
Ron

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by David_A on Jun 16 , 2007, 12:27pm
Like so many others I visit the site on most days, nod my head and say that's right or what bull. But I
can not often think of much to say. keep going Tom I hate the day when my number is the lowest.
David A

Title: Re: Short,Rare Visits
th
Post by Jack_Davey on Jun 16 , 2007, 1:14pm
Hi,
I guess I'm like many others who visit the site, read the postings, but then don't comment or reply. I
guess the mess would have been a drab old joint if we'd done as so in our time.
As for dwelling on the passing of time and friends......Three things that encompass my thoughts.
The future, and that's in God's hands now that i've taken care of that, the past with lots of love and
memories, but it is the past so I can't live there. That only leaves the here and now, and with the
future taken care of, that's where I'll dwell. Lots to live for, and there's always something wonderful
ready to happen with an experience, or a new friendship. Live for now I say.
Cheers,
Jack Davey
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Message started by Willie28 on Jun 19th, 2007, 2:48pm

Title: THANK YOU.
Post by Willie28 on Jun 19th, 2007, 2:48pm
Many thanks Joe and Erica,for getting me up and running again......MUCH APPRECIATED

The FESR Visitors Log
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General >> Bulletin Board >> Meet the Fleet
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Message started by Bob Witt on Jun 21st, 2007, 7:14am

Title: Meet the Fleet
st
Post by Bob Witt on Jun 21 , 2007, 7:14am
Our New Acquisition

Title: Re: Meet the Fleet
Post by ronaldo on Jun 21st, 2007, 8:07am
Bob
Nice pic thank you. I caught the story on ABC last night but they did not show the detail as in this
shot. Wonder if there will be the fixed winged birds that are shown on the decks. No mention made
of it last night.
Ron

Title: Re: Meet the Fleet
st
Post by irish50561 on Jun 21 , 2007, 10:04pm
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Top shots old son, particularly impressed by the muti-function aspect of the carriers. Hopefully
they'll arrive during my lifetime. Regards.Irish.

Title: Re: Meet the Fleet
nd
Post by oldmech on Jun 22 , 2007, 5:11pm

Hopefully they'll arrive during my lifetime. Regards.Irish.
Irish,
Don't tell me that you are contemplating re-enlisting.
Still, with the modern look of those new ships, weelll, maybe I might join you !!
Well a bloke is allowed to dream is he not, Oh, to be young again.
ColN

Title: Re: Meet the Fleet
Post by Joe on Jun 23rd, 2007, 4:11am
Oldmech - be no good being young again - they pay you a lot more nowadays and you would only
spend it unwisely and become most confused - not to mention that the new fangled gadgets etc
would cause confusion enough on their own! Nice dream though!!!!
Chookas
Joe

The FESR Visitors Log
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Message started by Ian_McClure on Jun 22nd, 2007, 7:47am

Title: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
nd
Post by Ian_McClure on Jun 22 , 2007, 7:47am

Hi all, check this story out worth reading.
http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/aussies-repel-iranian-navyreport/2007/06/22/1182019309654.html

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
Post by ronaldo on Jun 22nd, 2007, 8:22am
Ian
Thank you for that snippet mate. The only thing wrong with the print story is the reporter did not
inform us that the response made from the boarding party, was from female members. Imagine the
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wrong, it may have been the other way around! ::)
Ron

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
Post by tromb123 on Jun 22nd, 2007, 10:12am
:o :o :o
;D

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
Post by ronaldo on Jun 22nd, 2007, 3:11pm
Tromb 123
Just shows you how old we are getting and how things have changed in the Navy over the years
and what they are now allowed to get away with. Gee, in our days, we never swore!. One can only
surmise if Ali & Abdullah in fact did go & do what the boarding party told them where to go & what to
do! ;D Onya Lads & Lasses.
Ron

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
Post by Joe on Jun 23rd, 2007, 4:22am
"naval tradition regarding language safe and well and all stowed away and ship shape Sir". "Oh!
ver gud carryon"!!!!! Salute salute.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
rd
Post by ronaldo on Jun 23 , 2007, 8:27am
Wonder if the Musthafas machine guns, let alone their gun boat, fitted where they were told to stow
them! They should report the full story and not leave things to our imagination.
Ron

Title: Re: Australians repelled Iranian navy: report
rd
Post by tromb123 on Jun 23 , 2007, 10:17am
Nahhhh...they were probably very polite..."I say, old chap, you're going to look rather funny with that
rifle stuck up your left nostril..."

;D
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Message started by Richmond Derham on Jun 21st, 2007, 9:25pm

Title: find an advocate
st
Post by Richmond Derham on Jun 21 , 2007, 9:25pm
I am trying to help a friend find an advocate to help him make a claim, CAN ANYBODY HELP!!!!!!
please.
He is an x cook,71 years old, served 9 years and has just realized that he is entitled to claim .
His name is Ray who live's in a small town called Penshurst, Victoria. Ray would like to make a
claim for a dissability that was a result of service. The closest town to him is HAMILTON........ All he
wants to do is sit down with an expert so that he gets what he is entitled to.
if you can advise as to where he can go,please let me know.
many thanks
Richmondd

Title: Re: find an advocate
Post by Richmond Derham on Jun 22nd, 2007, 11:23pm
Well it seems that no one can help me to help a fellow sailor...........sems the 3rd line of AIMS &
OBJECTIVES.......... dosnt exist.
Quote:
Assist the members regarding matters of welfare & entitlements. ???????
Dissapointed

Title: Re: find an advocate
rd
Post by Joe on Jun 23 , 2007, 4:18am
Richmond - maybe there is no one qualified in the Western District. Should be some one around
Ballarat or even Mt. Gambier though. I don't think everyone is deliberately snubbing you or your
mate. I have no qualifications at all in this area so am unable to offer any assistance. Is there a
local RSL Branch? Used to live in Hamilton many years ago but wasn't interested in ex servo type
things at that time so can't remember. Maybe it's just too bluddy cold there at the moment and all
the keyboards are frozen solid??? Keep the faith mate - someone will mount the white charger
shortly.
Chookas
Joe

Title: Re: find an advocate
Post by ronaldo on Jun 23rd, 2007, 8:22am
Richmond
I would be ringing the nearest Vietnam Veterans Association or Federation that exists in your State
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every nook & cranny which can be used in his favour. In my opinion only, there are not too many
other ex-servo orgs around that are up to par with them.
Ron

Title: Re: find an advocate
rd
Post by David_A on Jun 23 , 2007, 11:43am
I have been away for a few days or would have replied before this. Have your mate phone 03 9655
5555 ANZAC House and ask for Jeff Jackson. Jeff is the bloke to talk to about advocates in
Victoria. He will help your mate.
From one old cook [o] to another
David Appleton

Title: Re: find an advocate
Post by Richmond Derham on Jun 23rd, 2007, 3:41pm
Hi all ,
Many thanks for your responses,i will be contacting him tonight and will let you all know how he
went.
Cheers
R.C.Derham
54345
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Message started by Joe_Linaker on Jun 25th, 2007, 2:06pm

Title: ABC NEWS- JOURNALISTS FINED
th
Post by Joe_Linaker on Jun 25 , 2007, 2:06pm
Two News Limited journalists have been convicted and fined $7,000 for contempt of court for
refusing to name a source.
Melbourne Herald Sun reporters Michael Harvey and Gerard McManus pleaded guilty to contempt
after refusing to disclose the source of a leaked story on proposed federal cuts to war veterans'
benefits.
They declined to give evidence in the pre-trial hearing of public servant Desmond Kelly, who was
found guilty of leaking confidential information - a conviction that was later quashed.
Judge Rozenes had earlier said courts would not tolerate journalists putting their ethics above the
law and today he said the new Commonwealth laws protecting journalists refusing to reveal sources
do not apply to Victoria.
However he spared the reporters jail time, saying Harvey is caring for his partner, journalist Cynthia
Banham, who was seriously injured in an Indonesian plane crash earlier this year.
McManus says he still believes journalists should protect their sources.
"We haven't changed our minds about that and I don't think any journalist would because we
believed and we still believe that to protect sources is paramount in doing our jobs," he said.
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Title: Re: ABC NEWS- JOURNALISTS FINED
th
Post by irish50561 on Jun 29 , 2007, 11:00am
Yes Joe the judicary keep chipping away at our democratic rights, if journo's become too frightened
to report on sensitive issues such as the Federal Government's current campaign to terrorise
whistleblowers, we are all in deep poo. In my opinion it is central to democracy that journalists be
free to report on whatever they wish without having to reveal their sources, failing that all we rank
and file Australian's will be handed out are Government press releases. 'Feeding the chooks' as a
former Queensland Premier once said. Regards. Irish.

Title: Re: ABC NEWS- JOURNALISTS FINED
th
Post by tromb123 on Jun 29 , 2007, 11:56am
The laws have been changed, but give only limited protection. As the laws were not retrospective,
they couldn't save these guys.
Given that they were 'exposing' the government's response to the Clark report, I wonder whether
any ESO's actually complained at their treatment? It was said, in court, that they should never have
been charged...
>:(

Title: Re: ABC NEWS- JOURNALISTS FINED
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Jun 29th, 2007, 1:43pm

tromb123 wrote:
The laws have been changed, but give only limited protection. As the laws were not retrospective, they couldn't
save these guys.
Given that they were 'exposing' the government's response to the Clark report, I wonder whether any ESO's actually
complained at their treatment? It was said, in court, that they should never have been charged...
>:(

Not only that Barry, but Judge Rozenes gave the Gov. a good serve over the way they presented
the case
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